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The beginnings of Mahayana Buddhism are shrouded in the nebulous past, 

hidden forever in lost literary and archaeological records. Many Buddhist 

scholars maintain the theory that the Mahayana originated from the Mahasa111-

ghika School *~fr~. It is true that on doctrinal matters a number of strong 

similarities exists between the two, but on the other hand several important 

ideas of Mahayana Buddhism are based upon the doctrines of the Sarvastivadin 

School wt~t)J~fr~. This is evident even from an examination of the basic 

teachings contained in Nagarjuna's Mahaprajnapiiramita-sastra (MPP-sastra) *~ 
JJ]ffiI, many of which are derived from this school. It is a well-known fact, also, 

that the Yogacara School ~f:/J□ fhDt borrowed many Sarvastivadin concepts. 

Thus, the Mahayana and the Sarvastivadin clearly have an intimate historical 

connection on doctrinal matters. 

This relationship between Mahayana Buddhism and Nikaya Buddhism {r~~ 

1~~ is complicated, and it would be premature to conclude that the Mahayana 

is a development from the Mahasarhghika, simply because the latter advocated 

a number of progressive ideas. In this paper I propose to analyze the doctrinal 

relationship between Mahayana and Nikaya Buddhism and examine the insti

tutional aspect of the early Mahayana Sarhgha as possible clues to the rise of 

Mahayana Buddhism. As a preliminary I wish to point out a number of 

significant ideas common to both the Mahayana and the Mahasarhghika. 

The Samayabhedoparacanacakra-sfistra1 Jk,{y~*~iffiigffiI introduces several Maha

sarhghika ideas which show a distinct similarity to the Mahayana doctrines. 

First, the Mahasarhghika held advanced ideas on the concept of Buddhahood. 

They advocated that the Buddhas are free of sasravadharma /f;J~1i and are 

eternal in body and life. This approaches the concept of Sambhoga-kaya f~Jt 
1~ in the Mahayana. Second, they believed that the Buddha preached a single 

message with one voice ~w, an idea inherited by such Mahayana texts as the 

L Samayabhedoparacanacakra-.fa.stra, T. 49, p. 15bc ~$**ffiimrri; p. 18bc + /\-B'~~; p. 20bc 
-B'~t/1:~mrri; The Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition, ed. by D. T. Suzuki (Tokyo-Kyoto, 
1960), no. 5639, vol. 127, p. 250-3 (170b. f ). 
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Vimalakirtinirdesa2 Mt~kf¥.., which became influential in later Chinese Buddhist 
thought. Third, they developed the ideal of Bodhisattva who, desiring to save 
humanity, is born of free will into the lower realm of durgati ~j!W. In early 
Buddhist and Sarvastivadin literature the Bodhisattva referred to the previous 
live-s of the Buddha, and, in its narrower usage, to the life of Sakyamuni prior 
to his enlightenment. The Sarvastivadin also taught that the Bodhisattva was 
subject to the law of karma. If one attained arhathood, he was free of the 
karmic law; and once the arhat died, he entered nirval).a never to return to the 
world of sarnsara. But living in the cycle of samsara, the Bodhisattva was 
bound to the law of karma. In contrast to this school the Mahasamghika held 
that the Bodhisattva has already sundered karmic bondage and, therefore, is 
born in durgati out of his own free will, his. deep vow (prai:iidhana) of salva
tion. The Bodhisattva already possesses the merits to attain Buddhahood, but 
in order to save sentient beings he purposefully declines perfection and remains 
a Buddha-to-be. This is close to the Mahayana ideal of the Bodhisattva. The 
term is not limited in use to the previous lives of the Buddha, for all men who 
establish the vow to achieve enlightenment and practice austerities are called 
Bodhisattvas. This ideal culminates in the "Bodhisattvas with great powers", 
such as Mafijusri, Samantabhadra, and Maitreya, whose powers of salvation 
are identical with the Buddha. Fourth, the concept of dasabhurni 7~:Lfu in the 
Mahavastu 3 of the Lokottaravadin wt !±l-tt/:r:r~, a branch of the Mahasamghika, 
foreshadows the parallel concept in the Dasabhumika-sutra4 -rtlfl.K~, although the 
names of the ten stages differ. It must be noted that the Mahavastu incorporated 
ideas from various traditions, and the dasabhurni may also be a borrowing5• 

There is rio textual evidence to show that the concept originated with the 
Lokottaravadin, but if it did, then the influence upon the Dasabhumika-sutra 
is very great, since the Mahavastu is the oldest extant source which describes 
the stages of practice in this way. 

I have briefly discussed the similarities between the Mahasarhghika and the 
Mahayana, but this alone is inadequate to conclude that the latter developed 
from the former. It is necessary to document the gradual shift in both ideas 
and institutions from the Mahasamghika to the Mahayana. But this is almost 
impossible with the existing sources. If we speak of doctrinal similarities, we 
cannot merely stress the similarities existing between the two as historical evidence 

2. MUft-i!iWrf&tfil T. 14, no. 475, p. 538a, and no. 476, p. 558c. The Sarvastivadin opposed 
the idea of the single message of one voice. Mahavibhii,Jii-siistra 7(b'E;~t:'.Ji'imU 79, T. 27, 
no. 1545, p. 410a. 

3. Mahiivastu, vol. I, p. 63f. 
4. cf. footnote 68. 
5. Jones states that the dasabhiJ.mi theory was a borrowing interpolated in the Mahiivastu. 

Cf. J. J. Jones, The Mahavastu, vol 1, (London, 1949), p. xiii. 
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for the rise of Mahayana Buddhism, for the influence of such schools as the 
Sarvastivadin has been in some cases undeniably great. 

Sarvastivadin Doctrines and Mahayana Buddhism 

My purpose is not to compare the doctrines of the Sarvastivadin and the 
Mahayana, but we must understand a few important relationships between the 

two. 

TRIPITAKA .=:?.pfJZ. Nagarjuna utilized a number of Sarvastivadin doctrines; 

one of these, the concept of Tripitaka, is a transmission of the Sarvastivadin. 
He lists under the sutra-pitaka6 t~Vrl: Ekottara, Madhyama, Dirgha, and Sarhyukta
agama. The K~udrakapipaka (Khuddaka-nikaya) MfJl is not listed which is 
characteristic of the Sarvastivadin and the Mulasarvastivadin7• In contrast to 
this the council record of the Mahasarnghika School's Mahasa1hghika-vinaya8 ~ ~81 
1iWJ--=ft lists Dirgha, Madhyama, Sarhyukta, Ekottara, and k~udrakapipaka. Thus, 
the Tripitaka studied by Nagarjuna was that of the Sarvastivadin and not the 
Mahasarnghika. 

The vinaya system9 included in the MPP-sastra, also, coincides with the 
Sarvastivadin Dasabhii?J,avara-vinaya +1~ff, but it differs completely from the 
Mahasarhghika-v. Nagarjuna must have consulted the vinaya of the Sarvastivadin 
rather than the Mahasa:rhghika. As for the abhidharma-pitaka10 the MPP-sastra 

lists the A~tagranthabhidharma A®!J5tjfp}.~ft, Satpadabhidharma ~jtjfp] fMi, 
Sariputrabhidharma ¾flJ~[lPJ RB!t, and Petaka11 (Phep) iliU}J (~?i). The first two 
are Sarvastivadin transmissions, and the third, according to Nagarjuna, is a 
Vatsiputriya transmission, but no traces of Vatsiputriya doctrine can be found 

6. MahaprajfiJiparamita-sastra (MPP-sastra) 2, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 69c. E. Lamotte, Le traite 
grande vertu de sagesse, Tome I (Louvain, 1944), p. 103. 

7. Dasabhar;.avara-vinaya +trn:Vf!: 60, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 449a; Mulasarvastivada-kJudrakavastu 
1.&*~~-1W:rf$.&t~Jf~~/.E~ 39, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 407bc. 

8. Mahasarhghika-vinaya ~~iiJ1~1V.E\:tclt 32, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 491c; J Przyluski, Le concile 
de Rajagrha (Paris, 1927), p. 211. 

9. MPP-sastra 2, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 69c.; Lamotte, op. cit., p. 104f; Matsumoto Bunza
buro ;yL};zjs:J<:~~~' 1~~~0)ftrf~ (Kyoto, 1941). 

10. MPP-sastra 2, T. 25, p. 70a. Lamotte, ibid, p. 106. 
11. Wogihara Unrai ~l)J~]\f3r-::_ showed that !hlf.ijk)] is an error for ITTJt~ ( phe{a), and inferred 

its connection with Pefakopadesa; ~!)¥,~*X*, p. 392. However, there is only a partial 
agreement between the organization of ITTJt:IWJ in the MPP-sastra and that of the Pefako
padesa and no real, intimate connection between the two can be found. Cf. Mizuno 
Kogen 1.k.ID:f5L<7G "Petakopadesa t::--::iv,-c ", journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (JIBS, 
Indogaku-Bukkyogaku Kenkyu l=Pflt~{Jll?Ek~ilff:9\:), vol. VII, no. 2, p. 56f. 
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m the present Sariputriibhidharma. Some Japanese scholars12 consider this to be 
a Sarvastivadin abhidharma, because of the similarity in doctrine, while others 
point out the likeness to the Mahasarilghika. The consensus opinion13, however, 
1s that its affiliation is impossible to determine. The only thing clear is that 
it has a system common with the Pali transmissions, Vibhmiga and Puggalapan
natti, and is one of the older abhidharmas. The Petaka is thought to have 
some connections with the Theravadin Petakopadesa, but in terms of the contents 
this is unlikely. We may thus conclude that although Nagarjuna was familiar 
with a variety of abhidharmas, the doctrines utilized in the MPP-sastra are 
taken mainly from the Sarvastivadin. 

The main doctrinal principle in the MPP-sastra 1s the 37 bodhipak~ika
dharma .:::::.+---tm?rr:i, found in the agama, but there are also many ideas of 
Sarvastivadin origin: such as, the four aryasatya 16 anupasyana14 12]~j'j]+:t(fil/OO; 
the st;i.ges15 of practice called u~magata ~' murdhan J:.&!, k~anti ~,, laukikagrad
harma i:!tffi~jt ; the stages of sundering klesa, such as, the 8 k~anti AX?,,, 8 
jnana /\~, 9 anantaryamarga :i1..~liiIB, 9 vimuktirnarga16 :i11.lfAtm; the classifica
tion of klesa into the 88 bandhana17 A+AM, and 98 anusaya18 :i1-f~A1f; the 
enumeration of the 6 hetu19 1~S;l besides the 4 pratyaya 12]~z; the listing of 10 
jfiana20

; and the adding of avijfiaptirupa21 ~*'B to 5 indriya .Ii].&. and 5 vi~aya 
li:ljE to count 11 rupa. This proves beyond doubt that the author of the MPP
siistra was conversant in Sarvastivadin doctrine. 

12. There are various theories concerning the Sariputrabhidharma '/!ffU~#[lr-IT -~It. Nagarjuna 
considers it to be part of Vatsiputriya 41-r-Ei~; and mfJ, author of the preface to its 
Chinese translation, states that it belongs to the Sarvasitvadin, T. 28, p. 525b.; sfi, 
according to the MPP-sastra, states that it belongs to the Vatsiputriya in .='..ffimZ~- T. 
45, p. 9c.; AA:~ states that it is a transmission of the Sammatiya IE:1:$ in fry$~¥Ji¥ 
3'.{jf 1, T. 34, no. 1723, p. 657a; MtJ, following m~, also ascribes it to the Sam
matiya, Bukkyo Taikei (~~::klf:, E.iH\w=.='..lm/fy_:~, p. 252.; Kimura Taiken 7kH~lt 
discussed the intimate connections of this work with the Pali Vibhanga and Puggalapaiifiatti 
and showed concepts common with the Vatsiputriya, Mahasarilghika, Sarvastivadin, and 
Vaibhadyavadin, but did not reach any conclusion concerning its affiliation. Cf. 7l"-;j:f~ 
jf, [lfiJ ~,~)lfjgH/ifgO)Tiff~ (Tokyo, 1920), p. 67f. 

13. Modern Japanese scholars agree that the affiliation of this work cannot be readily di:;ter
mined. Shiio Benkyo l'rE~fff~, "h]EmfuO)~J~" in *$.:kW~, vol. 10 (Tokyo, 1914), 
p. 628f.; Watanabe Baiyu )Jt:il:tUft, "'@rfUY~~r.ijf~~ffiniflRM" in Kokuyaku-issaikyo ~~ 
~tmi~, .flil:.g~ 19 (Tokyo, 1934); Nishi Yoshio Ti§~jJ{t "%fiJ!J[H5iiJ ~AffiniO)'er~t!K1!ftif!x:~: 
.;f-6'v:f Qf;t~s~s~±t!H:s'l" in 'g7.flE:@:izt1N:lmUB:&:f:fJE!t~{9~?D(~ffl1f~ (Tokyo, 1954), p. 218f. 

14. MPP-sastra ll, T. 25, p. 138a. Lamotte, op. cit., Tome II, p. 641. 
15. Ibid., 18, T. 25, p. 191a, 721a. Lamotte, ibid., Tome II, p. 1067. 
16. Ibid., 18, T. 25, p. 191a. Lamotte, ibid., Tome II, p. 1068. 
17. Ibid., 40, T. 25, p. 349c. 
18. Ibid., 21, T. 25, p. 218b. 
19. Ibid., 32, T. 25, p. 296bc. 
20. Ibid., 23, T. 25, p. 232cf. 
21. Ibid., 36, T. 25, p. 324b. 
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DV.ADAS.ANGA-DHARMAPRAVACANA22 +.=:.ff~*~· The dvadasanga in the MPP
sastra follows that of the Sarvastivadin. Whether the teachings, Buddha-vacana, 
should be organized into the Navariga-buddhavacana 7151-~ or Dvadasariga
buddhasasana differs with the Nikaya schools. The Theravadin23 J:~$ and 
the Mahasaritghika (in the Mahasarhghika-v) 24 use the navariga with a slight 
variation in the sequence. In contrast to this the dvadasariga is employed by 
the Sarvastivadin, Mahisasaka 1-t:Lfuff~ (in the Pancavargika-v. 26 1i51f.f), Dhar
maguptaka iirl'&~ (in the Caturvargika-v. 27 12]5ff.f), and the Mulasarvastivadin28

• 

The sequence in the dvadasanga differs with the schools; therefore, the lineage of 
a particular text can be inferred by studying the type of navariga or dvadasanga 
used. 

The majority of the Mahayana texts utilize the dvadasariga and very few 
the navariga. And many texts carry the Sarvastivadin sequence of the dvada
sariga. In the MahavibhaJa-sastra29 j(.fil~tY~nfi, a representative work of the 
Sarvastivadin, the dvadasali.ga is listed, as follows: 1. sutra, 2. geya, 3. vyakara:r:ia, 
4. gatha, 5. udana, 6. nidana, 7. avadana, 8. itivrttaka, 9, jataka, 10. vaipulya, 
11. adbhutadharma, 12. upadesa. The characteristic feature of this sequence is 
that the avadana is seventh. The Chinese translation of the Sarhyuktagama30 ~ 
IThJ if has the same order and is thought to be of identical transmission. The 
following Mahayana sutras also have the same sequence: the Chinese translation81 

of the Pancavirhsati-sahasrika-prajna--paramita-siltra (Chinese PPP) .7(#1.:i~B, 

22. Concerning the navanga and the dvadasanga, see the excellent article by Professor Mizuno 
Kogen, "::k:~mfil~0),1:i~" in Miyamoto, ed., ::;,'(*{9jl~O)gltft.5t:i¥JwrJ'c (Tokyo, 1954), 
p. 284f. This paper is indebted to his ideas, but there are some points of disagreement 
also. 

23. The Pali Agama lists the navanga in various places. I. sutta, 2. geyya, 3. veyyakarai:ia, 
4. gatha, 5. udana, 6. itivuttaka, 7. jataka, 8. abbhutadhamma, 9. vedalla. E. g. 
Majjhima-N. vol. I, p. 133; Anguttara-N., vol. II, pp. 103,178; III, pp. 86, 87,177,361, 
362. 

24. •tiiJfflj\;f=f!: 1, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 227b. Cf. footnote 51. 
25. The Sarvastivadin treatises, e.g., *~M1'Efrru 14, T. 26, no. 1536, p. 427c; ::kEr,id'.'.J;ffi!f 

126, T. 27, no. 1545, p. 659c; jll:iH'UtEr,~1'.'.J;~ 1, T. 28, no. 1546, p. 2b; )i&JlE:ffffi!f 
44, T. 29, no. 1562, p. 595a. 

26. 1i:5t:f$ 1, T. 22, no. 1421, p. le. 27. 1ZY:5tW: 1, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 569b. 
28. 1H.*IDt-W1f-tf~~*JITS~-IJ 38, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 398c. However, the Sanskrit and 

Tibetan translation, published by E. Waldschmidt, differs from the Chinese order, and 
lists the dvadasanga in the same order as the Sarvastivadin. Waldschmidt, Das Maha
parinirva?J,asutra, Teil III (Berlin, 1951), pp. 386, 387.; Tibetan, no. 1035, vol. 44, 
p. 231, 2, lines 1-2. 

29. ::;,'(~~i'.'.J;fna 33, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 306cf. 
30. ~~P]* 41, T. 2, no. 99, p. 300c. 
31. •tiiJ~%ftJt.¥f~mfil (::kJb~~) 5, T. 8, no. 223, p. 256a. However, the Sanskrit Pafi

cavirhsatisahasrikii Prajiiaparamitii, Calcutta Oriental Series 28, (London, 1934 ), p. 31, 
gives the dviidasanga order different from the Chinese translation. 
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Sarhdhinirmocana-sutra32 M~Wt~, Mahayana-mahaparinirvaJJ,a-sutra33 **i!e.~t~, 
Mahasarhnipata-sutra34 *~~' MahakaruJJ,a-sutra35 *PJJ~, Kusalamulasarhgraha36 

~-=¥~~, MPP-sastra37, Yogacarabhumi-sastra38 Ii{t]uii, PrakaraJJ,aryavaca-sastra39 

~ffi£~i@, Mahayanabhidharma-samuccaya-vyakhya40 **Jrril .mflWt~f!~i, and Ma
havyutpatti41. The Satyasiddhi-sastra42 nx::Jf§i, while not a Sarvastivadin text, is 
influenced by it and contains the same order of the dvadasariga. In the 
Paiicavargika-v.43 of the Mahisasaka the dvadasaii.ga is listed, as follows: I. sutra, 
2. geya, 3. vyakaraIJa, 4. gatha, 5. udana, 6. nidana, 7. itivrttaka, 8. jataka, 
9. vaipulya, 10. adbhutadharma, 11. avadana, 12. upadesa. The Mulasarviistivada
kJudrakavastu44 1Jt:zjs:IDt-·tJ]if 15~_m~~~~- maintains the same order, showing 
that the Mulasarvastivadin and the Mahisasaka belon~ to the same tradition. 
It contains many ideas common to the Sarvastivadin, but the dvadasariga 
sequence is different. Among the Mahayana texts the Maha-prajiiaparamita
siltra45 (MPP-sutra) *R551BlB~~*~ contains the same dvadasariga in the first 
section 10£, volumes 3 and 127; second section, volume 402; and third section, 
volume 479. The fact that the Chinese PPP belongs to the Sarvastivadin 

32. ~~~Winfil 3, T. 16, no. 676, p. 698a; no. 675, p. 674b.; Tibetan :w;l=[J::it.Jfi:~:;kJi~, 
vol. 29, p. 13 (28b, lines 2-4). 

33. *t¾'.~~~ 15, T. 12, no. 374, p. 451b, and T. 12, no. 375, p. 693b. 
34. *:"h"W-**~ 16, T. 13, no. 397, p. 109c. 
35. *~*~ 5, T. 12, no. 380, p. 968b. 
36. ¥-¥~~ 2, T. 16, no. 657, p. 137a. 
37. MPP-sastra 33, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 3O6cf. 
38. :fm«~J0§lp:f:{ftfnn 81, T. 30, no. 1579, p. 753af. 
39. Mt~~~fnn 6, T. 31, no. 1602, p. 5O8cf. 
40. *~lf;l~!&~M*@if 6, T. 31, no. 1605, p. 686af. 
41. Mahavyutpatti, (R. Sakaki, ed.), no. 62 p. 97. 
42. !JX:'.ffITT!if I, T. 32, no. 1646, p. 244c. 
43. li:51w 1, T. 22, no. 1421, p. le. Although the original form of the dvadasanga may 

have been formed by adding nidana, avadana, and upadesa to the navariga ( cf. footnote 
51) found in -~i:iJ1~W~w, there is no text which indicates this order. In the .n.:51w 
nidana is place between udana and itivrttaka. The reason is that probably the order 
of udana-nidana may have aided the memory of the dvadasanga. We may consider 
the order in the E:511$: as being the oldest, extant form. The Sarvastivadin shifted 
avadana to seventh, as follows: .... udana, nidana, avadana, itivrttaka, etc. This was 
also done probably to facilitate memory. Thus the order of the Sarvastivadin dvadasanga 
may be considered to be later than the Mahisasaka order. However, Maeda Egaku ifilJ 
83 ]!~ sees the order of the dvadasanga in Chinese Dirgha-Agama, as follows : 
udana, itivuttaka, nidana, jataka, etc., and considers it to be the oldest form. Of. 
Maeda, ifil:r83~~ "fL7-1'ikO) itivuttaka O)~;@':" in *h~~ffil* 7, (1962), p. 321. But 
I cannot agree to his identification of the order of the dvadasariga in the Dirgha-Agama, 
cf. footnote 4 7. 

44. 1.&.*IDt-W~$~~ll"~~- 38, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 398c. Of. footnote 28. 
45. 7\iif¾'.5'&11Ul~!H~, W:51 3, 127, T. 5, no. 220, pp. 15b, 699a: m 2 :51 402, T. 7, p. 

9c; m 3 :51 479, T. 7, p. 431c. Tibetan, vol. 12, p. 16, 61b, lines 5ff,; vol. 14, p. 147, 
264b, lines 5ff. 
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tradition, whereas the MPP-sutra belongs to the Mahisasaka and the Mulasar
vastivadin is worthy of notice. The Buddhavatarhsaka46 ¥M*~ also enumerates 
the same dvadasa:riga; the only difference being that nidana is fifth and udana 
is sixth in order. Since all the dvadasanga sources list udana in fifth place, 
some confusion must have entered to invert the order of udana and nidana. 

In the Dharmaguptaka Caturvargika-v.47 and Chinese Dirgha-agama48 the 
sequence is, as follows: 1. sutra, 2. geya, 3. vyakarar;ta, 4. gatha, 5. udana, 
6. nidana, 7. jataka, 8. itivrttaka, 9. vaipulya, 10. adbhutadharma, 11. avadana, 
12. upadesa. This is similar to the Mahisasaka order, except for the seventh, 
jataka, and eighth, itivrtt~ka. The inverted order is characteristic of the 
Dharmaguptaka dvadasanga. Another Mahayana sutra in the same tradition is 
the Chinese :3/t~~;s49, which is identical in contents with the Chineses PPP 
and the MPP-sutra, m.=:.1f · m.::::.1f, but the sequence differs. This reflects the 
varied backgrounds of Buddhist knowledge held by the peoples responsible in 
transmitting the prajiiaparamita literature. The dvadasa:riga in the Sanskrit 
Pancavirhsatisahasrika-PP, 50 edited by N. Dutt, is identical with the Chinese PPP 
and belongs to the Mahisasaka tradition. 

The preceding examination leads us to the conclusion that there are several 
different types of dvadasanga sequence, but it is the Sarvastivadin which is 
predominant in Mahayana sutras and sastras. It is proof that the authors of 
the Mahayana texts were versed in Sarvastivadin doctrine. 

NAVANGA-BUDDHAVACANA -Jr5t~. The Mahasiirhghika-v. 51 lists the navang
a in the following order: 1. sutra, 2. geya, 3. vyakarar;ta, 4. gatha, 5. udana, 
6. ityuktaka (or itivrttaka), 7. jataka, 8. vaipulya, 9. adbhutadharma. It is 
well-known that the Theravadin52 describes the Buddha-vacana by the 
navanga, but the sequence differs slightly with numbers 8 and 9 being ab
bhutadhamma and vedalla, respectively. In contrast to the Mahasarhghika use 
of navanga the Mahayana uses the dvadasanga generally; from this viewpoint 
the Mahasarhghika has little to do with the Mahayana. Some scholars consider 
the Chinese Ekottara-iigama :fi~[wJ -g- to be a Mahasarhghika transmission, but 

46. ::k7Jil~¥ttr~ 12, T. 9, no. 278, p. 478a; and 21, T. 10, no. 279, p. 114af. 
47. lm5tw I, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 569b. 
48. ~jij'~ 3, 12, T. I, no. 1, pp. 16c, 74b. 
49. 7tfilfU~ 1, T. 8, no. 222, p. 150cf. However, in the same work, 7, p. 197a an entirely 

different order of the dvadasariga is given. This order cannot be found in any other 
sutra. 

50. Dutt, op. cit., p. 31. 
51. .. !iiJfif~W 1, T. 22, no. 1425, p. le. The order of the navanga in the Mahasamghika-v. 

is identical with that of the Mahayana-mahaparinirva7J,a-sutra, and even in the case of 
dvadasanga many contain the vaipulya-adbhutadharma order; therefore, the lvfahasii:rhghika
v. navanga may be thought to be older than the Pali. Cf. footnote, 43. 

52. Cf. footnote 23. 
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this is doubtful, because it lists the dvadasar;iga53 rather than the navar;iga; m 
fact, the dvadasar;iga occurs in five places, but the sequence is varied and none 
is jdentical with those in the Mahayana texts. 

Among Mahayana works which contain the navariga, there are the Saddharma
pui:zefarzka-sutra55 1!¥*~' Mahayana-mahaparinirva'l},a-sutra54 **i-5!~~~, and Dasa
bhumika-vibha~a56 +1iI'Ml~t'..-Viffii, The navariga in the Mahaparinirva~za-sutra is 
identical with the one in the. Mahasarhghika-v., but it is cited for the purpose 
of criticism. The navariga54 represents Hinayana Buddhism and is belittled as 
the incomplete teaching, ardha-vacana ** ; the dvadasariga on the other hand 
fully expresses the complete teachings of the Buddha. The author was aware 
that the navanga belonged to a different tradition from that of his own Maha
yana, and interestingly this navariga is the one found in the Mahasarhghika-v. 

The navariga-sasana fL $ii in the Saddharma-pui:zef arzka55 is famous, but it 
differs in both contents and order from the one in the Pali, Mahasarhghika-v.,. 
etc. It is formed by eliminating vyakarar;ia, udana, and vaipulya from the 
dvadasariga, and by replacing avadana by aupamya. This also is given to, 
describe the Hinayana. The navariga in the Dasabhumika-vibhaJa 56 again differs 
from the Pali version ; it eliminates jataka and interpolates nidana. The 
author probably explained the navariga, while fully acquainted with the dva
dasariga. This sequence is not found elsewhere and its lineage is difficult to 
determine. This work, however, teaches the Vatsiputriya theory of pafica
dharmako$a 57 E1!• in five places, so it must have had some connections with 
the Vatsiputriya. The MPP-sutra58 also teaches the paficadharma-ko$a. It is 
interesting to note that while the MPP-sastra, AbhidharmakoJa-bhaJya, Satyasiddhi, 
etc., treat the Vatsiputriya theory negatively, the Dasabhumika-vibhaJa and MPP
sutra treat it positively. The Dasabhumika-vibhaJii divides klesa into I O and 
further teaches the 98 anusaya59 fL + A1J!, This coincides with Sarvastivadin 
doctrine, but others do not; such as, the 14 types of paryavasthana60 ml, ana
lyzed into tri-dhatu, darsanamarga, and bhavanamarga, and listing 198 par
yavasthana t&JJ§. Another is the 298 klesa )J•/~, combining 98 anusaya and 

53. :fi~ri:iJ% 17, 21, 33, 46, 48, T. 2, no. 125, pp. 635a, 657a, 728c, 794b, 813a. 
54. ::k~~~t~ 3, T. 12,no. 374, p. 383c, and no. 375, p. 623b. 
55. *¥*~ 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 7c; and no 264, p. 140c. However, the IE*¥*~ T. 9, 

no. 263, p. 70a, does not carry the navanga. It exists in the Sanskrit and the Tibetan 
translation. Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapwpfarika-sutra, p. 45, and Tibetan, no. 781, 
vol. 30, p. 11, 2, lines 3-4. 

56. +{.i.E'Mtd':i>~ 9, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 69a. 
57. Ibid., 9, 10, 26, T. 26, no. 1521, pp. 69b, 73b, 73c, 75b, 107c. Cf. Hirakawa Akira 

ZpJII~ "+{t~~tJffiJO)~~r:-,y,,,,-c" in JIBS, vol. V., no. 2, p. l 76f. 
58. ::k%t;€yJkJfti'.~~- 491, T. 7, no. 220, p. 494a. 
59. +{.i~~1Y~ 16, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 108c. 
60. Ibid., 16, T. 26, p. 108c. 
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198 paryavasthana, which is similar to the 294 klesa61 ~ discussed in the 
Sammitiya IE:l:'15~ work f-f.::::+.::::i~,rrn@ 62

• The Sammitiya and Vatsiputriya 
are closely related schools. Sti_ll another is the 700 asamprayuktadharma63 ~*§ 
l@{i! and 65 types64 of dhyana ITT¥• It is important to note* that while the author 
of MPP-sastra utilizes the Sarvastivadin doctrines only, the same author refers 
to doctrines of other schools in his Dasabhumika-vibha~a. 

DASABHUMI65 +±m. The dasabhumi theory first appears in the Mahavastu, 66 

which leads us to believe that it is closely connected with the Mahasarnghika. 
But this does not mean that the theory was not taught in other schools, because 
it is found in such sutras67 as the following: {rM-r*~*~' fifil*:EJe:~l!L~t~, :;t-r:E«fi ~*~*~' and j(tf }Jf[M*~- These contain the biography of the Buddha, and 
although the names of the dasabhumi are not given, proper emphasis is made 
upon the necessity of progressing through the ten stages in order to attain 
ekajatipratibaddha ~~-rm~- The Mahavastu shows an advanced stage in the 
dasabhumi theory, since it is discussed not only in reference to Sakya-bodhisattva 
but also to Bodhisattvas in general. Therefore, we may interpret the Mahiivastu 
dasabhumi as inheriting the theory developed in the biographical sutras. There 
is a considerable difference in the names of the dasabhumi between the Dasa
bhumika-sutra and Mahiiastu, and in the Buddhiivatarhsaka the dasa-vyavasthana 
+1±, rather than dasabhumi, correspond closely to the Mahavastu dasabhumi. 
The comparative table of the ten stages found in the three texts, are, as follows : 

61. Ibid., 1, T. 26, p. 25a. 
62. 1$-=::--r-=::l?J§Tfffa, T. 24, no. 1461, p. 665b. 
63. --r{±~~1'Yi~ 11, T. 26, p. 80b. 
64. Ibid., 12, T. 26, p. 85b. 
* There is a difference between the MPP-sastra and the Dasabhumika-vibha,Ja which should 

be noted. I have pointed them out and advocated their importance in determining the 
author of the respective works. Cf. footnote 100. Prof. Hikata states that the MPP
sastra is composed of three parts: the part that existed in the original text by Nagarjuna, 
the part added by the translator Kumarajiva, and the part that Kumarajiva extracted 
from other works and interpolated in the translation. Cf. Hikata, 7(~./tfRgO)fp~f.::."".:l 
1,.,,--c JIBS VII, 1, pp. If. Cf. also footnote 99. 

65. The following articles are excellent studies on the .dasabhumi theory: Kuno Horyu ,:A_f} 
7.f~i "~!ii+i't!!,f,:mO)jffi~~~2Hfpg~" in 7(tt7(~~fg, nos. 6-7, (Tokyo, 1930), 
p. 63f; Miyamoto Shoson 'g*IE~, 7(~t/NI~ (Tokyo, 1944), pp. 568-583; Mizuno 
Kogen 7j(lf5lft "+±-fuIDtO)Mlffl" in Miyamoto, ed., 7(~{~~0) ~.:U:.R.Er%H:9i: (Tokyo, 
1954), pp. 276-284; Kajiyoshi Koun ~J.Jjt~ "~lii--ri-tl!.}1!¥,~v::"".:lv'c" e*IE~~~ 
~/!Hc~~/Jlt~{Jll~¥fffa~ (Tokyo, 1954), pp. 245-256; Yamada Ryujo IlJEBI!~, j;_ 
~~~!rltftfffarfIDt (Tokyo, 1959) pp. 223-310. I am especially indebted to Professor 
Mizuno's studies, but I have gathered new materials and attempted a new interpretation. 

66. Mahavastu, vol. I, p. 63f. J. J. Jones, The Mahavastu, vol. I, p. 53f. 
67. 11tff*imf£ 1, T. 3, no. 184, p. 463a; i&J~3:JliEIN='=f£ 1, T. 3, no. 189, p. 623a; ~ 

-f-:f/Mf,l*jffif£ 1, T. 3, no. 185, p. 473b. :1.f~7(:i:lifttf£ 2, T. 3, no. 187, p. 550b. 
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Dasabh umi 68 Dasa-vyavasthana69 Mahavastu70 

1. pramudita 1. pratha maci ttotpadika 1. duraroha 
2. vimala 2. adikarmika 2. baddhamana 
3. pravakari () yogacara 3. pu~pamal).c;lita .). 

4. arci~mati 4. janmaja 4. rucira 
5. sudurjaya 5. purvayogasampanna 5. cittavistara 
6. abhimukhi 6. suddhadhyasaya 6. rupavati 
7. dura:rigama 7. avivarta 7. durjaya 
8. acala 8. kumarabhuta 8. janmanidesa 
9. sadhumati 9. yauvarajya 9. yauvarajyata 

10. dharmamegha 10. abhi~ikta 10. abhi~ekata 

Among the ten stages of the types listed, some are. found in other sutras. The 
MPP-sutra71 establishes four progressive stages in the Bodhisattva's practice: 
namely, 1if~;~~J3Jl prathamacittopadika-bodhisattva, 1f~1Etf-iHl~J3,l, .::f-jfil_~:gWi, 
avinivartaniya-bodhisattva, and ~~,rm~~~ ekajatipratibaddha-bodhisattva or 
abhi~ikta. Some of these names match those in the dasa-vyavasthana. The same 
can be said of the stages found in § W.=:.~fr~72 namely, ~~ kumarabhuta, T ~ 
yauvarajya ?, and J:15J'litl] abhi~i.kta. Scholars advocate that the dasa-vyavasthana · 
is older than the dasabhumi. Even if the Mahavastu dasabhumi is the oldest, 

68. ]. Rahder, Dasabhumikasutra (Paris, 1926), p. 5. ::k1.::fB\t{9J3~Jttr~ 22, T. 9, no. 278, 
p. 542c; and 34, T. 10, no. 279, p. 179b; JMJffi-tJJ-tr1)g\tf~ 1, T. 10, no. 285, p. 458c; 
--!-{H~ I, T. 10, no. 286, p. 498bc; --!-f-tM~ 1, T. 10, no. 287, p. 536b. 

69. The Sanskrit of dasa-vyavasthana is quoted in the GaJJ,q.avyuha. Cf. D. T. Suzuki and 
H. Idzmi, ed., The GaJJ,q.avyuha Sutra (Kyoto, 1934), p. 94. The doctrinal explanation 
of the dasa-vyavasthana, however, is found in the following texts: ::k1.::fB\t{31J~IH~ 8, 
T. 8, no. 278, pp. 444c-5a; and 16, T. 10, no. 279, p. 84a; ~ffii*jUE!, T. 10, no. 
281, p. 449c; ~Wi--!-{ifi:®£, T. 10, no. 283, p. 454c; ::k:1::fN/tf,!,:RJJljtltl§t~ 1, T. 10, 
no. 299, p. 886b; :&i~Fr:i~~ffii--!-{1~:l)§~*sf~ 1-3, T. 10, no. 309, pp. 967-988. 

70. Mahavastu, vol. I, p. 76. 
71. /H1~'.it;fftf~ 8, T. 8, no. 227, p. 575b; m1-r~'.it55r~ 8, T. 8, no. 224, p. 465ac; ::kltl§ 

[ft~ 5, T. 8, no. 225, p. 501a; ::k~55riffil:'&'.~~~' ~ 5 ff 564, T. 7, no. 22, p. 914c; 
1&:Yt~;;'&r& 15, T. 8, no. 221, p. 101c; ~tiiJ~;;'&riBl.:tf~ 15, T. 8, no. 223, p. 358c; 
::k~55r&ffi.:~t&, 1JJti" 34, T. 6, no. 220, pp. 752c-3a; ~P@" 456, T. 7, p. 302a. 
The following are not prajfia-paramita texts, but they contain explanations on the four 
types of bodhisattva: )t:f¥mfUFr:i~:llt~, T. 14, no. 458, p. 435b; JZ:J3Jc§ljJfUFr:ii~tU~, 
T. 14, no. 464, p. 482b; {iJO}f~LlrJJitf~, T. 14, no. 465, p. 485a; ::k~1iJO}f~0JJJif~, T. 
14, no. 467, p. 490c; ~.lijfffl'eH~, T. 14, no. 466, p. 487c; ::k:1::f~}(lt@ 10, T. 13, 
no. 397, p. 67a; Yamada Ryujo 0JB3iffiat, op. cit. pp. 212, 215, 244; Mizuno Kogen, 
op. cit., p. 283. Dr. Hikata Ryusho believes that these four types of bodhisattva were 
formulated by receiving the influence of the four stages of bodhisattva practice in the 
Mahavastu (vol. I, p. 3); namely, praktircarya, pral).idhanacarya, anulomacarya, anivar
tanacarya. Cf. Hikata, -=ftf~i~, ,:zjs:.1:_~~j0),~J1l3!:.S~1i}f~ (A Historical Study of the 
Thoughts in Jatilkas and Similar Stories), (Tokyo, 1954), p. 94. 

72. grJ,lf.::::l:li~~. T. 15, no. 622, p. 345a; :tz□*J~m§'!=.:::ivK~, T. 15, no. 622, p. 347b. 
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the Buddhavatarhsaka dasa-vyavasthana, while. influenced by the Mahavastu, was 

developed by unifying the idea of the four types of bodbhisattva in the MPP

sutra and other theories. The dasa-vyavasthana is not a simple copy of the 

Mahavastu, and the dasabhumi of the Dasabhumika-sfltra must have developed 

from this at a later date. The dasa-vyavasthana describes the stages of bodhi

sattva practice beginning with prathamacittotpada and concluding with abhi~ikta; 

but the dasabhumi begins with the gaining of faith in pramudita f(klH'fu, 
progresses to mastering the precepts in vimala lftj;l§:1:fu, and so on through the 

ten stages. The organization of the ten stages differ radically from each other. 

Consequently, although the three above have the common characteristic of the 

ten stages, it alone would not warrant a mechanical transformation from the 

Mahavastu to the Dasabhumika-sutra. 

THE GENERAL DASABHUMI ~0)-t:l:-fu. The dasabhumi and the dasa

vyavasthana described above apply to the bodhisattva and have nothing to do 

with the sravaka, but there js another theory of the dasabhumi which includes 

the stages of the sravaka. This appears in the MPP-sutra. The two types of 

dasabhumi are discussed in the Chinese PPP j(Jb~;a, :g-;00f1=1, The first type73 

is exposited in terms of first stage, second stage, etc., without the descriptive 

names for each stage. The MPP-sastra74 interprets this dasabhumi to be identical 

with the one in the Dasabhumika-s, but actually it is closer to the dasa-vyavas

thana theory. It is probable that this was taught with the dasa-vyavasthana 

in mind, but as the dasabhilmi theory gained a higher status this was interpreted 

by the dasabhumi, rather than the dasa-vyayasthana. The MPP-sutra,75 which 

is a compilation of a later date, also contains a dasabhumi identical to the one 

in the Dasabhumika-s. 

In contrast to the first type, described traditionally as the special dasabhumi 

~~0)-t:L'fu, the second type is known as the general dasabhumi ~0)-t:l:fu. This76 

contains the following stages: 1. suklavidarsana-bh. lt~:t-fu, 2. gotra-bh. 'li:t-fu, 
3. a~tamaka-bh. /\.A:Lfu, 4. darsana-bh. JU-fu, 5. tanu-bh. ti:t-fu, 6. vitaraga-bh. JtJ!t 

WC:l:fu, 7. krtavi-bh. B1"F:t-fu, 8. pratyekabuddha-bh. Wf5t1t:l:fu, 9. bodhisattva-bh. 

:g]lli:L'fu, 10. Buddha-bh. 151Hfu. This dasabhumi type must have been formulated 

73. •tuS~EilUi~@ 6, T. 8, no. 223, pp. 256c-257c; 1&:3/tffi~E@ 4, T. 8, no. 221, p. 
27a; jtfff@ 7, T. 8, no. 222, pp. 196b-197a; X~EYlUi~Jf,-;@ 415-416, T. 7, no. 
220, p. 82cf; and 490-491, T. 7, p. 490bf. Satasiihasrikii-praJniipiiramitii, p. 1454f. 

74. MPP-sastra 49, T. 25, p. 411af. 
75. j(fil£EYB'l*~J}@ 3, T. 5, no. 220, p. 14a: and 442 and 483, T. 7, pp. 230c, 454b. 
76. Dutt, Pancavim.fotisatasiihasrikii PraJniipiiramitii, p. 225, line 16f. In this Sanskrit text, 

however, the first, suklavidarsana, is eliminated and sravakbhumi is inserted in the 

seventh place. *!iiJ~E11Ui~~ 6, T. 8, no. 223, p. 259c; :l&jt~~E@ 4, T. 8, no. 

221, p. 29b; :¥UJf/iill 7, T. 8, no. 222, p. 199a; ::k~EYB'lffii~~;@, ~2tf T. 7, no. 
220, p. 88c; Pratapa Candra Gho~a, Satasiihasrikii-praJniipiiramitii, p. 1473; Yamada 

Ryujo, op. cit., p. 271. 
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by Mahayana Buddhists, but the materials which form its basis are found in 
the treatises of Nikaya Buddhists, since they pursued the stages of practice in a 
similar way. For example, in the Mahavibha{a-sastra,77 we find that Gho~aka 
t&'~ taught the four stages of tanu-bh., vitaraga-bh., asaik~a-bh. ~~:t-fu, and 
bhumi-phala itft*• The first three correspond to stages 5, 6, and 7, respectively, 
of the above, and bhumi-phala refers to nirvaI).a. The Mahavibhii{a 78 reports 
also that Katyayaniputra i@~ftrft:.-=f taught six stages, as follows: bhavana-bh? 
f1tfi:!:fu, darsana-bh. ~:t-fu, tanu-bh., vitaraga-bh., asaik~a-bh, and bhumi-phala. 
The bhavana-bh. seems to be the stage prior to the division into stages 1, 2, and 
3 above; darsana-bh. to asaik~a-bh. correspond to stages 4, 5, 6, and 7, re
spectively. These seven stages cover the steps in sravaka-yana; and the addition 
of pratyekabuddha-bh., bodhisattva-bh., and Buddha-bh. leads to the formation 
of ten stages. 

In the Vinayamatrka-siistra79 ]BJE£.Hi¥. the following are found as gotra-bh. 
f:ftt:!:fu: a~tamaka-bh. !2Y[]:fJ12YJlt~A:t-fu, darsana-bh. ~ffe±-fu, tanu-bh., vitaraga-bh., 
and krtavi-bh. Besides these the pratyekabuddha-bh. is also given. The same 
work80 lists the following as a separate theory: asubhasarhjfia-bh. s ~¥J.tt!!, 
a~tamaka-bh. AA:!:fu, tanu-bh., vitaraga-bh., and krtavi-bh. This sastra is con
sidered by some scholars to be of Haimavata transmission, but this is not possible ; 
since the contents of the Vinayamatrka matches that of the Caturvargika-v. on 
many points, many Japanese scholars see this as a Dharmaguptaka transmission. 

The Sarvastivadin Dasabhii:r;avara-v.81 enumerates the types of enlightenment, 
some of which are identical with the names of the dasabhumi: u~magata ~i!*, 
·murdhan mi!*, k~anti )l[tU1t~i!*, tanu -=~Jl$*, vitaraga ?JlWc*, laukika
gradharma iitF1aim~1:t*, srotapanna ~~tmJ~:, sakridagamin Wr~t~*' anagamin 
~11~~*' sravakayana ~™3*, pratyekabuddha-yana mxf~*' and Buddha-yana 
{~*· 

It is not possible to state definitively that the sources of Nikaya Buddhism 
discussed above are all older than the MPP-siitra, but they may be so considered, 
because if the Nikaya Buddhists had known the dasabhumi of the completed 
prajfia-paramita literature, they would probably have formulated a more well
organized dasa-bhumi theory of their own. The authors of the prajfia-paramita 
texts most likely organized the general dasabhumi theory, referring to these 
incomplete bhiimi ideas. In this case, also, both the Mahavibha{a and the 
Dasabhiinavara-v. are Sarvastivadin literature, and if the Vinayamatrka belongs 

77. *-~~1'.Pfna 28, T. 27, no 1545, p. 147bc. 
78. Identical to footnote 77. 
79. _ffift:,£3:~ 1, T. 24, no. 1463, p. 801b. 
80. Ibid., 8, T. 24, p. 850b. 
81. +g!f.if$ 36, T. 23, no 1434, p. 263a. 
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to the Dharmaguptaka, we cannot imagine the Mahasamghika influencing the 
formation of the Mahayana theory of the general dasabhumi. 

Six PARAMITA /,11tm~. We will next consider the six paramita, which 
also appears in the MahavibhaJii. In contrast to the orthodox Sarvastivadin82 

of Kasmir, which taught four paramita; namely, dana ntfi, sila JtZ, virya tw~, 
and prajna !!¾'.E, the Bahirde~ika83 Ji-i1~ffi added k~anti ?tB. and dhyana mi to 
advocate the six paramita. Bahirde~ika refers to the progressive Gandhara 
Sarvastivadin, who taught the six pararnita in conjunction with the practices 
leading to the enlightenment of Sakya-bodhisattva himself. In the prajfia
paramita literature this was elevated into the universal practice of all bodhisat
tvas which is clearly a leap in the development of thought. Since the six 
paramita is also found in the Mahiivastu,84 it is difficult to determine the 
-chronological relationship between it and the MahavibhaJii. 

When we compare the Vijiiaptimatratii-siddhi ~~.:::.+0J and the Abhidhar
makoJa-bhaJya ~ m~m{~~~' we notice a close simHarity between the classifi
cation of elements into citta ;C,,, caitasika it,m, cittaviprayukta 1C.,T-t§~:ft, rupa 
'E:i, and asa1nskrta ~;m, in the former and the classification of rupa, citta, 
caitasika, citta-viprayukta, asamskrta in the latter. It is to be noted that the 
general outline of the Abhidharmako~a was already formulated in the Mahiivibhiif ii. 

In the preceding discussion I have shown that although the Mahasamghika 
.shares a number of ideas with the Mahayana, the Sarvastivadin doctrines have 
been equally influential. Since other schools also have connections with the 
'Mahayana, it would be premature to draw the conclusion, based only on· 
.similarity of doctrines, that it had its beginning in a particular school. Since 
.such a treatment of the subject can only be inadequate, I propose to inquire 
into the institutional aspect of the early Mahayana Samgha and, coupled with 
an analysis of doctrinal history, shed light upon the origin of Mahayana 
Buddhism. 

Kulaputra and Kuladuhitr as Supporters of Mahayana Buddhism 

We now turn our attention to another type of Mahayana follower besides 
the Bodhisattva known as kulaputra ~~-=f and kuladuhitr ~fr.A. When the 
authors of the Mahayana texts address the audience, they use these terms. For 
,example, the MPP-sutra85 which discusses the four types of Bodhisattva states: 

"O Bhagavan, if the kulaputra or the kuladuhita rejoices at the virtues 

82. ::k.11.:fd:P~ 178, T. 27, no. 1545, p. 892a. 
83. Ibid., 178, T. 27, p. 892b. 
84. Mahavastu, vol. III, p. 226, lines 2f. 
-85. Identical to footnote 71. 
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(puI).ya) of the prathamacittotpada-bodhisattva 1JJ:g-~~~' how great 
would be the blessings to be gained." 

In some cases those who uphold and read the MPP-sutra86 are regarded as 
kulaputra and kuladuhitr : 

"If there is a kulaputra or a kuladuhita who worships and recites the 
prajfia-paramita and practices according to the teaching, then he will 
be protected from mara, maradeva Et~, amanu~ya ~PA, et. el., and he 
will not meet a tragic death." 

In the Sukhiivati-vyuha-s1Ura87 ~~~'8*& the object of the sermon is again the 
kulaputra and the kuladuhitr : 

" 0 Sariputra, if there is a kulaputra or a kuladuhita who shall hear 
the name of the blessed Amitayus, the Tathagata, and having heard it, 
shall keep it in. mind, and with thoughts undisturbed shall keep it in 
mind for one, two, three, four, five, six, or seven nights when that 
kulaputra or kuladuhita comes to die, then that Amitayus, the Tathagata,. 
surrounded by sravakasamgha and followed by bodhisattvagaI).a will 
stand before them at their hour of death." 

Again in the Saddharma-pu'!J,rf,arikii88 the worshippers of the sutra are known as. 
kulaputra and kuladuhitr : 

"0 Bhai~ajyaraja, if there be a kulaputra or a kuladuhita who worships 
this teaching, even unto one verse, and rejoices O Bhai~ajyaraja, I pro
mise them all that they will attain anuttara sar:hyaksambodhi." 

86. ,J,Ri:rtit;;er;1.tffiii,'.;f,fil 2, T. 8, no. 227, p. 541c; @::fr~;;ermfil 2, T. 8, no. 224, p. 433c; 
~;;er,C.,f,fil (Prajniipiiramita-hrdayasutra) states: 

"yal;i kascic chariputra kulaputro va kuladuhita va gambhirayam. prajfia-paramitayarh 
caryarh cartukamas tenaivam. vyavalokayitavyam..'' 

Cf. Max Muller and B. Nanjio, The Ancient Palm-leaves Containing the Prajna-paramita-· 
Hridaya-sutra and the Ushnisha-Vijaya-Dharani, (Oxford, 1884), p. 52. The opening 
sentences of the Vajracchedikii also states: 

'' tat katham Bhagavan bodhisattvayana-samprasthitena kulaputrel).a va kuladuhitra 
va sthatavyarh katham. pratipattavyam. katham. cittarh pragrahitavyam..'' 

Cf. E. Conze, ed., (1957), p. 28; tit;;eri.!Uitii'.~iC.,;@, T. 8, no, 253, p. 849c; no. 254, 
p. 850a; no. 255, p. 850c; iJl11JJIT)t;;er1Jtffiii,'.mfil, T. 8, no. 235, p. 748c; no. 236, p. 
757b; and no. 237, p. 762a. 

87. fi'iJ~~tmfil, T. 12, no. 366, p. 347b; and no. 367, p. 350a. Max Muller and B. Nanjio, 
Sukhiivati-vyuha, Description of Sukhavati the Land of Bliss (Oxford, 1883), p. 92. 

88. Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapu1Jrf.arika-sutra, p. 225; frj;~~~nfil, T. 9, no. 262, p. 30c ;. 
no. 264, p. 165b. Many instances of kulaputra and kuladuhitr are found throughout 
this siltra; for example, pp. 260, 338, 339, 345, 354, 366, etc. Kumaraji:va translates.. 
~33T, ~f;zj.,_ but Dharmarak~a translates this as 1J*tiir, ti~fiif;z. T. 9, nos. 262, 
263, 264, pp. 30c, 31c, 35a, 45b, 45c, 46b, 46c, 47c, 48b, 49b, 49c, 50a; 100c, 105c, 
117a, 118a, 119ab, 120a, 121b, 121c, 122a; 165b, 166b, 169b, 179c, 180ac, 18lc,. 
182ab, 183a, 184a, etc. 
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Since the Mahayana sutras are compiled as the sermons of Sakyamuni, the 
opening line states the composition of the audience, such as, the four classes of 

bhik$u Jtli:., bhik$m:ii ltlift., upasaka 11:~~' upasika 11:~~' the eight groups 
of deva and naga 3(-W~/\fr~, and various bodhisattvas. As a historical fact, the 
sermons of Sakyamuni were heard by the bhik$u, bhik$UI).i, upasaka, and 
upasika; therefore, they could not be excluded in listing the congregation of 
the Mahayana sutras. It would be wrong, however, to think that the authors 
of these sutras wrote for the bhik$u and bhik$UI).i, because the actual audience 
was the bodhisattva, people who were called kulaputra and kuladuhitr. This 
has been illustrated by the quotations cited above, but a study of the scriptural 
contents would make this even clearer. 

The kulaputra and kuladuhitr who have such important roles in the Ma
hayana works are not regarded highly irt the Agama and completely neglected 
in the abhidharma writings. In the early Sarhgha the lay followers were called 
upasaka and upasika, and the priesthood included the bhik$u and bhik$UI).i, as 
well as sik$amal).a, sramai:iera, and srama:r;ierika. Upasaka means "those who 
serve" and bhik$u means "those who beg", especially, "those who beg for 
food." Thus, upasaka and upasika are householders who not only follow the 
teachings of the Buddha, but who have as their duty the service to the bhik$u 
and bhik$u:r;ii. Service means to offer the four items necessary for existence: 
clothing, shelter, food, and medicine. In the double structure of the upasaka 
and upasika, those who serve, and bhik$u and bhik$UI).i, those who beg, the 
early Buddhist Samgha was formed, and this structure remained without any 
significant change among the Nikaya Buddhists who inherited the traditions of 
the early Samgha. It was only natural that among these people the terms, 
kulaputra and kuladuhitr, which fail to distinguish between the priesthood and 
the lay followere, were not used. 

Kulaputra and kuladuhitr simply mean the children of good families. 
Originally, it had no special Buddhist connotation ; for example, as it was used 
in the Agama 89 

: 

"The Brahma:r;ia youth, Ambattha, is a kulaputta. The youth Ambattha 

is of good birth (sujati)." 

"In Baranasi there is a kulaputta, son of a wealthy man, (setthiputta)~ 
called Yasa. His body is soft and supple."90 

Iu the former quotation the kulaputta refers to a non-Buddhist youth, and in 
the latter, it describes the youth Yasa before he was converted by the Buddha 

89. DN 3, vol. I, pp. 93, 94; :ffpp_J~;f,fil 13, T. 1, no. 1, p. 82c. 
90. Vinayapi;aka, vol. I, p. 15; [95}:r--l: 32, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 789b. Translated as ti~tzi.-=f. 

This word is lacking in E.5H,: 15, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 105a. 
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at mrgadava. They have no Buddhist connotation, but a gradual transformation 

occurs in the following passage91 : 

"The reason that the kulaputra shaves the beard and hair, wears the 

ka~aya robe, abandons the householder's life based upon right faith, 

and practices austerities is to pursue the unsurpassed brahmacarya and 

gain enlightenment." 

In this quotation nothing more is said than that young men of good families 

entered the Sarhgha, but as this pattern became stable due to repetition 

in the Agama, the term kulaputra began to be used as a synonym for Bud

dhist. But it was still not clear whether it referred to a householder Buddhist 

(laymen) or a renunciant Buddhist (bhik~u). For this reason the Agama does 

not contain too many references to kulaputra and kuladuhitr. Compared to the 

Pali Nikaya, the Chinese Agama contains more examples of kulaputra, and the 

use of kuladuhitr in the Pali92 is especially rare. 

As shown above the terms kulaputra and kuladuhitr did not develop in the 

Agam.a to mean explicitly a Buddhist. In the abhidharm.a texts it is not even 

considered. But these very terms were used by Mahayana writers to describe 

their followers. This means that the Mahayana adherents were composed of an 

entirely different group of people from the Nikaya Buddhists. If they were 

drawn from. the same following, the Mahayanists would have used the traditional 

terms, whether bhik~u, bhik~uIJ.i, upasaka, upasika, etc. In fact this would have 

91. This expression is found frequently in the Chinese Agamas; for example, AA!Ji:iJ%~, 2, 
4, 6, 10, 15, 34, etc., T. 2, no. 99, pp. 12a, 25c, 40b. 72a, 73abc, 106a, 250a, etc. 
Parallel expression in Pali would be as follows : 

"ye hi keci bhikkhave atitam addhiinam kulaputtii sammii agiirasmii anagiiriyam 
pabbajirhsu, sabbe te catunnam ariyasacciinam yathabhutam abhisarnayiiya." 

Cf. SN, vol. V, p. 415. Cf. SN, vol. III, pp. 93, 179, 180; Vinayapi/aka, vol. I, p. 9. 
Examples of calling upasaka and upasika as ~~-r and ~-fr:A are found in the follow
ing: ~~i:iJ~~ 32, 37, 38, T. 2, no. 99, pp. 233a, 271b, 278c; fi~~iiJ%~ 16; 21, 
24, 34, 37, 38, T. 2, no. 125, pp. 625ac, 656b, 674b, 741c, 755b, 756c. 
The translations, 1J5€tt-r, 115€tt~, and 1i5€tt3Z" are found frequently in i:p~i:iJ~~' T. no. 
26 and fi~~PJ~~ T. no. 125. E.g., T. 1, pp. 428a, 457b, 458a, 474c, etc. 
The ues of kulaputra and kuladuhitr occur frequently in the Chinese Agama compared 
to the Pali, but the number is insignificantly small when compared to the Mahayana 
texts. 
When the upasarhpadii ordination was given, questions were directed to the renunciant 
who was addressed as kulaputra. Cf. lm5Hf 35, T. 22, no. 1248, pp. 814c, 815a; 
)@i~{iWlf=\t 23, 30, T. 22, no. 1245, pp. 413b, 472c; --tir/Hf 21, T. 23, no. 1435, 
p. 156a. But this term is not used in the upasarhpadii ceremony found in the Pali vinaya 
and the Pancavargika-vinaya. Cf. Vinayapi/aka, vol. I, p. 94f; 1i5:tW 17, T. 22, no. 
1421, p. l I 9cf. Even in cases of kulaputra usage in the Dharmaguptaka, Sarviistivadin, 
and Mahiisiirhghika, this term is not used in the Theraviide and the Mahisiisaka. 

92. The usage of kuladhitii in Pali is very rare. Vinayapi/aka, vol. II, p. 10, and vol. III, 
p. 180. 
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been more convenient. Yet the point is that the new Sarhgha utilized the 

terms, bodhisattva and kulaputra, which had never been fully developed in the 

Agama, suggesting that a different historical development took place besides the 

orthodox Samgha. The characteristic of such terms as bodhisattva and kulaputra 

is that they make no distinction between the lay and priesthood which is also 

one of the significiant features of Mahayana Buddhism. 

Dasakusalakarmapathal). as the Sila of Early Mahayana Buddhists 

According to I-ching's T¥Jmf1fyJVrJNi!f~93 it states: 

"The Buddhists of North India follow Hinayana Buddhism exclusively, 

but in other parts of India the distinction between Mahayana and 

Hinayana is not clear. Both the people of Mahayana and Hinayana 

observe the pratimok~a according to the vinaya. And they also practice 

the Four Aryasatya 12:Q~!~- The only thing is that those who wonhip 

the bodhisattvas and recite the Mahayana sutras are called Mahayana, 

and those who do not are called Hinayana." 

This lack of distinction between Mahayana and Hinayana must have been the 

general situation of the Samgha when I-ching ~1¥ (635-713) visited India in 

the latter part of the seventh century. However, this practice of Mahayana 

Boddhists receiving the upasampada according to the vinaya and observing the 

pratimok~a is already mentioned in the Yogiiciirabhumi-siistra, Bodhisattvabhumi, 

~Jllj:-fu. 
The Bodhisattvabhumi94 teaches the trividhani suddhasamvara:r:i-i (trividhalJ_ 

silaskandhal;t) ~~1$-Jf\t, which must be upheld by the bodhisattva. The first of 

these is samvarasila fi{tJf\t, which is said to be identical with the sravaka sila. 

When the Yogiiciirabhumi-siistra was compiled, therefore, even the bodhisattva 

was ordained by the rules of the vinaya, receiving upasampada and observing 

pratimok~a (250 sik~apadani95) together with the sravakayana bhik~u. But the 

bodhisattva also upheld the kusaladharmasarhgrahakasila 1'.lµf~ i!Jf\t and the 

sattvarthakriya-sila tt~~'!Wfflt, distinguishing him from the bhik~u. 

At any rate if the bodhisattva observed the pratimok~a of the vinaya-pitaka, 

93. ffi"m~twl79nHI 1, T. 54, no. 2125, p. 205c. 
94. Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhumi (Tokyo, 1930), p. 138. f~{/JO§iU-fufHrr 40, T. 30, no. 1579, 

p. 511; ~~±-fuN~ 4, T. 30, no. 1581, p. 910b; ~i\ii~31Xi~ 4, T. 30, no. 1582, p. 
982c. 

95. Although the number of sik~apada in the Vinayapitaka is referred to as being 250 in 
China and Japan and also occurs in various sastras, accurately speaking the exact number 
differs with the various schools. Cf. Hirakawa Akira, 1$:MO)?iJ-fJ'G (Tokyo, 1960), pp. 
434, 493. 
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his daily routine did not differ basically from that of the sravakayana bhik~u. 
This is verified in the MPP-sastra, which is a earlier than the Yogacarabhumi
sastra of the fourth century. The MPP-sastra96 states that even in the case of 
the bodhisattva the renunciant bodhisattva is superior to the householder bodhi
sattva, and it describes97 the four types of sariwara of the renunciant (pravrajita), 
as follows: 1. sramal).era, sramal).erika (dasa-sik$apadani), 2. sik$amal).a ($a<;i
dharma), 3. bhik$u (approximately 250 sik$apadani), 4. bhik$u:t;i.i (approximately 
500 sik$apadani), and then proceeds to explain initiation (pravrajya) and ordina
tion (upasampada). Although the passage does not explicitly say so, this may 
be interpreted as the process by which the bodhisattva renounces the worldly 
life. The passage occurs in " The section which praises the meaning of the 
sila-paramita in the first chapter", but there is another, "The section comment
ing upon the Mahayana," which discusses thoroughly the six paramita of the 
Chinese PPP, and here sila is explained98 as the dasakusalakarmapatha}:i +~~ 
m. Consequently, there is a contradiction between these two theories of sila
paramita in this work, but since the sila-paramita is explained as dasakusala in 
the Chinese PPP, an interpretation along this line would be orthodox. 

It is believed that additions99 have been made to the MPP-sastra by the 
translator Kumarjiva, and the first interpretation may be his. Although the 
Dasabhumika-vibha~a and the MPP-sastra are considered to be by the same 
author, contradictions in ideas exist between the two, for this reason it is 
doubtful1°0 whether the translation was faithful to the orginial. A certajn 
scholar believes that the MPP-sastra was compiled in China by Kumarajiva, 
but this is an extreme view, since it is difficult to imagine that such a volu
minous text, rich with citations from various sutras and doctrines, could have 
been written in fourth century China with the rather poor selection of Buddhist 
literature available at the time. 

If we accept the MPP-sastra as an authentic work of Nagarjuna (150-250), 
then we know that the Mahayana Buddhists of his time had already utilized 
the vinaya-pitaka and upheld the sravaka sila, since it teaches the upasampada 
ordination. This, however, is doubtful as discussed above as far as available 
sources are concerned, and, as I shall demonstrate below, it is wrong to assume 
they followed the vinaya-pitaka · from the earliest beginnings of the Mahayana 
Samgha. 

96. MPP-sastra, 13, T. 25, no. 1509, pp. 160c-161a; Lamotte, op. cit., Tome II, p. 839f. 
97. Ibid., T. 25, p. 161bc; Lamotte, ibid., p. 846f. 
98. Ibid., 46, T. 25, pp. 393b, 395b. 
99. Hikata, Suvikrantavikrami-parip-r;ccha-prajf/Jiparamita-siitra, An Introductory Essay on Prajiiapara

mita Literature (Fukuoka, Japan, 1958), p. LII, f. 
100. I have demonstrated that the two works are by different authors; cf. Hirakawa, "-j-{:t 

EE:~t:J>fHHO)~;jl1f~;:--:;>1,,,,--c" in JIBS, vol. V, no. 2 (1957), p. 176f. 
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In order to determine the nature of discipline Jt\(;f.f: of the early Mahayanists, 
it is important to clarify the contents of sila-paramita, the second of six paramita, 
.and vimala-bhumi, the second of dasabhumi. In the dasabhumi the first stage 
is called pramudita ~ifX%f-fu, which describes its essential nature, because the 
practitioner gains joy in acquiring true faith (sraddha) in Mahayana teachings. 
After this unshakable faith is established, he then proceeds to vimala-bhumi in 
which he practices the austerities based upon resolute faith. Vimala means to 
depart from the impurities within self, and the central concern is sila, since the 
.austerities are based upon the commitment to sila. In explaining sila in both 
vimala-bhumi and sila-paramita the dasakusala is used. 

The discussion of six paramita in the prajfi.a-paramita literature is the most 
important, and in the A~tasiihasrikii-PP101 ,J,£~E is taught in the Avinivartaniya
.varga .::fifil..lM1-£ (JwJ'lfj!:ffit\(£). Its first Chinese translation i@tfi°Jlf~E, being an 
old rendition, is inadequately translated and dasakusala is rendered +Jt\t. 
Errors also seem to have entered the translation of the explanation of this term, 
but it is clear that the original is dasakusala in comparing this work with other 
translations of the A~tasiihasrikii. In the Chinese texts belonging to the same 
lineage the six paramita is always explained in the Avinirvartaniya-varga where 
:sila is interpreted by means of dasakusala. In the PPP lineage the chapter 
treating the six paramita is not uniform; for example, ,ffi-j~fj-7~£ in the 1tf.-jt 
~~

102
, ~fJJjif'r:r in the JtwUi;er103

, Fp~*i:51 in the *£~s104
, -=::./iH-fui:51 in the * 

~s11t•5t~*~m.:=:w-105
, but in every case sila-paramita is explained by dasa

kusala and all versions agree in the contents. 
The dasakusala is taught in the Agama106 in a generally fixed order, as 

follows: paI).atipata verma!).i .::f~j~, adinnadana veramaIJi ~{~~' kamesu 
micchacara verama:Q.i ~?f~:t,&g, pisur;i.aya vacaya verama!).i ~FroJS, pharusaya 
vacaya verma!).i )f~o, musavada verma!).i .::f*g~, samphappalapa verma!).i ~ 
~g:;§, anabhijjha ;r•:wz, avyapada ~ijj.~, and sammadhitthi ~$~- In the 
MPP-siltras the dasakusala is discussed in the following manner: 

"The bodhisattvas teach sentient beings and gives them dasakusalakar-

101. ~1T~tfm 6, T. 8, no. 224, p. 454bc; :k!Wlt~ 4, T. 8, no. 225, p. 494c; •iiif~ 
55~))~ 4, T. 8, no. 226, p. 526c; ,J-J1~~tf~IHI~ 6, T. 8, no. 227, p. 564a; ~£.J: 
!±1:i:.=:.*Yi~tfr.&:ffil~~~ 16,, T. 8, no. 228, p. 641b; :k~tf11UI~~~, ffi 4fr 549, 
T. 7, no. 220, p. 826a.; R. Mitra, Ashfasahasrika, p. 324, Calcutta, 1888. 

102. 1&7t~tf~ 3, T. 8, no. 221, p. 21b. 
103. jt;Blmfil 6, T. 8, no. 222, p. 186a. 
104. .-iiiJ~tfr.&:ft~~ 5, T. 8, no. 223, pp. 248a, 250a. 
105. :k~tfrltffil~~~' m 2tf 413, T. 7, no. 220, p. 72c. 
106. Foa example, DN. vol. III, pp. 269, 290, 291; SN. XIV, 27, vol. II, p. 168; AN. X. 

176, vol. V, pp. 263-268; :tHP.I%mfil 9, T. 1, no. 1, p. 57a; 9=1~P.J%~ 3, T. 1, no. 26, 
p. 440a; ?it~P.J*;fifil 37, T. 2, no. 99, p. 272a-273a; Jj-~~p_J*~ 43, 44, T. 2, no. 125, 
pp. 781a, 785c. 
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mapathan; they themselves practice the dasakusalakarmapathan and 
make others practice them. They themselves practice par:i.atinata 
vermai;ii and make others practice it, etc." 

Each of the ten items are repeated in the same way, and the characteristic feature 
of Mahayana Buddhism is expressed in encouraging others, as well as self, to 
practice the dasakusala. 

The MPP-siltras from the oldest to the newest translations agree in explain..; 
ing sila-paramita by the dasakusala; we can therefore conclude that this was a 
constant practice since the earliest prajfia-paramita sutra. 

Next, the Dasabhumika-s. states that the sila to be upheld by the bodhisattva 
of vimala-bhumi is the dasakusala, a point on which all sources107 of the text 
are in agreement. In the vimala-bhumi, also, dasakusala is the only sila taught. 
It begins with presenting sar:hvarasila fi1iJJx, and then goes on to explaine the 
virtuous functions of dasakusala in the kusaladharmasar:hgrahaka-sila ~~i!Jlx, 
and finally it states that those who do not observe the dasakusala will fall into 
the durgati of naraka t-t!!J~, preta tl~, and tiryagyoni ~ ~, and thence even if 
reborn into human life will undergo sufferings. Therefore, if one wishes to be 
freed from sar:hsara and gain nirvar:i.a, one must observe the dasakusala. Thi°s 
is sattvarthakriya-sila ~~~Jlx. Although these three explanations of dasakusala 
exist in the vimala-bhumi of the Dasabhumika-s., they are not described under 
the preceding names. It was the Dasabhumi-vyakhyana108 +:Lt!!J~~ffif, the com
mentary to the sutra, . that first clarified these three forms as the trividhani 
suddhasar:hvarar:i.i. The Dasabhumika-vibhafa109 also explains the vimala-bhumi 
which contains a detailed explanation of the dasakusala. And in the Buddhava
tarhsaka Dasa-parinamana110 -t~[i:i]£ the term, trividhani suddhasar:hvarar;ii, is 
used, reflecting the acquaintance with this word in the Avatarhsaka. 

The dasakusala is an important doctrine found in various parts of the Agama, 
but it is also seen in the Manava Dharmasastra111 and the Mahabharata. 112 The 
dasakusala which was so highly regarded by the early Mahayanists was never 
held to be important by the Nikaya followers. The latter gave the pafica silani 

107. Rahder, Dasabhumikasutra, pp. 23-25; ~1Jii-w.J;gi,l~ 1, T. 10, no. 285, p. 465c; -t 
{i~ 1, T. 10, no. 286, p. 504bc; *JJ.&ic~~,H~ 24, T. 9, no. 278, p. 548c; and 
35, T. 10, no. 279, p. 185ab; -t±1P.f~ 2, T. 10, no. 287, p. 543a. In the Buddhava
tarhsaka the dasakusala is taught in various places: 41, 12, T. 9, no. 278, pp. 660a, 
475ab; and 21, 58, T. 10, no. 279, pp. l llc, 305a. [ri:ttJb~ 5, T. 10, no. 292, 
p. 645a. 

108. -t±1P.t~~ 4, T. 26, no. 1522, p. 145c. 
109. -ttl:.rt.~tJ>~ 14-16, T. 26, no. 1521, pp. 95-108. 
110. *JJ.&ic{~!HJ,H~ 18, T. 9, no. 278, p. 513ab; and 27, T. 9, no. 279, p. 149bc. Tibetan 

vol. 25, p. 197, "sdom pa gsum rnam par dag pa." 
1 I 1. Manusmrti, XII, 3-7. Cf. G. Buhler, The Law of Manu, S.B.E., vol. XXV, p. 483. 
112. Mahabharata, XIII, Anusasanaparvan, 13. 
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.E.Jlx and the attha:rigika uposatha /\~Jlx to the upasaka and upasika; the dasa-
. sik~apadani to the srama!J.era and sramal).erika; the ~a9-dharma to the sik~ama!J.a; 
and. the upasarnpada to the bhik~u and bhik~u!J.i; therefore, there was no room 
for the dasakusala to enter the §ravakayana sila. It is not clear why the Nikaya 
Buddhists neglected the dasakusala, but the reason probably is that it was a 
sila common to both the laity and priesthood. The characteristic of Nikaya 
Buddhism is the sharp distinction between the two ; therefore, such a §ila would 
not have been welcomed. 

The dasakusala was originally a sila for the laymen. The third dasakusala 
is kamesu micchacara verama!J.i ~i~pg, prohibiting unethical sexual relationships, 
and is identical in contents with the third of the pafica silani. The renunciant 
bodhisattva, however, changed this to brahmacarya nfr, transforming the dasa
kusala into a sila for the priesthood. It includes every ethical conduct important 
for human existence; consequently, it is an ideal §ila to be observed by the 
priesthood and laity alike. The fact that the early Mahayanists utilized this 
leads us to conclude that a distinction was not made between the two. If a 
distinction had existed, a separate sila would have been established for each 
group. This lack of distinction is evident in the sculptures of the bhodhisattva; 
who are invariably clothed in lay garb. Mahayana Buddhism arose from the 
laity without doubt, but this is not to exclude the existence of renunciant 
bodhisattvas among them. Bodhisattvas who were called bhik~us were known, 
such as, Dharmakara-bhik~u itlr®0lt.fi: of the Sukhavativyz7ha-s. and many such 
bodhisattvas who had renounced the worldly life are mentioned in various 
Mahayana sutras. They must have devoted their life to the mastering of the 
sila, but it is believed that there did not exist a distinction between the house
holder and renunciant bodhisattva. If the renunciant bodhisattva were con
sidered superior to the lay bodhisattva, sutras such as the Vimalakirtinirdesa 
11\fUtitl!, which advocates the excellence of a lay Buddhist, grhapati, over 
Mafiju§ri bodhisattva, would not have been compiled. 

In later ages, however, the gap between the renunciant bodhisattva and lay 
bodhisattva increased with the former showing distinct signs of superiority to 
the latter, and finally reaching the point of the renunciant bodhisatta receiving 
upasarnpada identically with the §ravakayana bhik~u. But it was not that an 
opposing tendency did not exist. In Santideva's SikJasamuccaya there are ten 
quotations from the BodhisattvapratimokJa118 and also quotations from the 
Bodhisattvavinaya114 which lead us to believe that in Mahayana Buddhism a 
pratimok~a distinctly of bodhisattva origin had been made. Since the quotations 

113. Santideva, Sik1asamuccaya. ed. by C. Bendall, (St. Petersburg, 1902), pp. 11, 17, 18, 20, 
34, 36, 55, 125, 144, 188. 

114. Bendall, ibid., p. 190. 
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m the Sikfasamuccaya are brief, it is difficult to assess the contents of the 
Bodhisattvapratimokfa. Another work, the Bodhicaryavatara,115 frequently makes 
comment upon the bodhisattva sik~a. In examining the Bodhisattvapratimokf a
sutra, 116 edited by N. Dutt, the words, "iti bodhisattvapratimok~ab. "117, are 
found; therefore, a Bodhisattvapratimok~a must have existed, but only the title, 
nothing of the contents, is found in Dutt's publication. As Dutt118 himself points 
out, corresponding passages of the work can 'be found in the Chinese Vinaya
viniscaya1191.1(~,mft,~ and Maharatnakutadharmaparyiiya, j(}iff*~ Upalipariprccha
parivarta fUilfJlW-, In these sutras the difference between the vinaya of the 
bodhisattva and the sravaka is emphasized. The object (prayoga) and the 
direction (adhyasaya) of the pratimok~a of the sravakayana and the bodhisattva
yana differ; therefore, what is considered the observance for the sravakayana 
of sila and parisuddha-silata rn-1$-m is for the bodhisattvayana a breaking of 
sila and an apari§uddha-silata. The opposite also holds true. Not to have 
attachment for existence is parisuddha-silata for the sravaka, but this is a viola
tion of the sila (daul;silya) for the bodhisattva, because the bodhisattva saves 
humanity by his attachment to the cycle of existence. The bodhisattva upholds 
the sanurak~arh sik$arh ~gl71x, but the sravaka upholds the niranurak$arh sik~arh 
~~~Jl½ ; the former upholds sapariharain sik$arh &ri:lmm, but the latter upholds 
nil:iparihara1n sik~arh ~00:lmm; the former upholds duranupravi$tarh sik$amt5f Ail½, 
but the latter upholds savadanarh sik~arh :9ZmJJ½. 

The Dasabhumika-vibhafa120 teaches emphatically the difference between the 
two silas: 

"If one falls into §ravaka-bhumi and pratyekabuddha-bhumi, this is 
called the death of the bodhisattva. That is, all benefits will be lost. 
Even if one falls into hell, one will not have such great fears." 

The idea of this difference in sila was transmitted for a long time. in the Ma
hayana Sarhgha, and this school of thought must have compiled the Bodhisat
tvapratimok~a-siltra. The Yogacarabhilmi-sastra121 teaches the pratimok$a of the 
bodhisattva as the 47 silas: namely, the 4 parajayikasthaniya ~ and the 43 
apatti {jJQ;. This is a compilation of sik$a found in various Mahayana works, 

115. Bodhicaryi'ivati'ira, II. 64; III. 22, etc.; IV. 1, 25, 48; V. 1, 42, 46, 99ff, etc. 
116. Dutt, Bodhisattvapri'itimok~asiltrarh (1931). 
117. Dutt, ibid., p. 27, line 8. 
118. Dutt, ibid., p. 20. 
119. 11(5Emff:.~, T. 12, no. 325, pp. 39c-40c. :;f(!fft~flmz_lt'lh~f 90, T. 11, no. 310, pp. 

516c-517c. 
120. +{i~~1'Y~ 5, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 41a. 
J21. Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhumi, pp. 158-180; 3:j~JO§ffl±-tl!:.~ 40, 41, T. 10, no. 1579, pp. 515b-

521a; ~~itf!J~;nfil 5, T. 30, no. 1581, pp. 913a-917a; ~~~Jlx~, T. 30, no. 1583, 
pp. 1015a-1017c. 
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organized by the author of the Bodhisattva-bhumi. Another work, the Bodhicary
avatiira, also encourages the reader to study the sik~as in the various texts. 
There are Chinese translations also which stress the bodhisattva sik~a: such as, 

$irlFJ3PZt~122, {f~~ffi:tJiF23
, and 3~!*~~124

• The first belongs to the Buddhavatarh
saka lineage and teaches 47 sik~a; the second explains the 6 parajayikasthaniya 
and the 28 apatti ~;!:#; and the third explains the 10 parajika £ and 48 
apatti $.5E%#· This last work was most influential in the development of Ma
hayana sila in Chinese Buddhism, but according to the research of modern 

scholarship,125 it is considered to be of Chinese origin. 

The first half of the Bodhisattvapratimok1a, published by Dutt, contains in
formations on the granting of the bodhisattva sik~a, and many passages coincide 
with the Bodhisattvabhumi.126 There are two Chinese translations of Bodhisat
tvapratimokJa127 $irlJlx* and a Bodhisattva-karmavacana128 $irl~JJJ)Dt, .which 
reveal the method of ordination into the bodhisattva sila. They are believed to be 
compilations of selected passages from the Bodhisattvabhumi. We will forgo a 
lengthy discussion, but the ordination discussed in these works differ vastly from 
the upasarhpada method of the Vinayapitaka. 

In conclusion we may say that in the period of the Yogacarabhumi-siistra 
the renunciant bodhisattva received the upasainpada and became a bhik~u like 
the sravaka by the vinayapitaka, but there also existed a bodhisattva sik~a with 
its own method of ordination and there were people who undertook it. But 
we must not conclude that a similar situation existed in the early Mahayana 
Sarhgha based upon this fact. The bodhisattvas in the early period observed 
the dasakusala which was held in common by the renunciant and the house
holder. It is from this viewpoint that we must examine the beginnings of 
Mahayana Buddhism. 

Sravakasaingha and Bodhisattvaga1:a 

The formal structure of the Mahayana texts like the Agama begins with 

"evarh maya sruta111" and assumes the contents to be the sermons of Sakyamuni. 
Invariably the members of the congregation, such as the bhik~u and bhik~uIJ-i, 
are enumerated, but the Mahayana texts almost always add a group of bodhisat-

122. :g~pqJT:1Z~, T. 24, no. 1487, pp. 10296c. 
123. if~~Hx~ 3, T. 24, no. 1488, pp. 1049a-1050b. 
124. ~W~lil~~~-0t,IDt~~,C.d-thH:1Z£, T. 24, no. 1484, pp. 1004c-1009b. 
125. A detailed discussion of this problem is found in Mochizuki Shinko ~A' 1§"~, -0t,f;(;f,fil 

~~ft.92.ii p. 441f. (Kyoto, 1947). 
126. Wogihara, Bodhisattvabhumi, p. 152f; ~{fJogjjH-fu~ 40, T. 30, no. 1579, p. 514bf; ~~ 

±-fu~~ 5, T. 30, no. 1581, p. 912bf; ~r@HfJJ½;f,fil, T. 30, no. 1583, p. 1014af. 
127. ~f,iJT:1Z*, T. 24, no. 1500, p. 1107f, and no. 1501, p. lll0f. 
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tvas, setting itself off from the Agama. However, the bhilqms and bodhisattvas 
are never mixed; the former is always listed first and then the latter is men
tioned. There are various types of enumeration in Mahayana works; such as, 
a bhik~usamgha numbering 1,250, another counting 12,000 bhik~us, still another 
speaking of an infinite number. It is the same with the bodhisattvas; there is 
no set number. Besides these those listed include bhik~u:r;i.i, upasaka, upasika, 
and various devas, but the distinguishing feature of the Mahayana is the in
clusion of the bodhisattva. 

There are exceptions and some works mention only the bhik~us and not 
the bodhisattvas. The Sanskrit Vajracchedika129 lists 1,250 bhik~us and many 
bodhisattvas, but the various Chinese translations do not mention the latter. The 
Chinese A~tasahasrika 1J,£:fil1bEi180 mentions only the 1,250 bhik~us in its Kurna
rajiva, Dharmarak~a ~1:ttf, and Hsuan-tsang translations and the Sanskrit text. 
The other Chinese translations,131 however, give both the bhik~usamgha and the 
bodhisattvas. Although there are such Mahayana texts which do not mention 
the bodhisattva, the contents presuppose them and the teachings are directed to 
their group. There are also texts which list only the bodhisattva and not the 
bhik~u. . An example is the Buddhiivatarhsaka, 132 which is considered to be 
Sakyamuni's sermon immediately after his enlightenment. A possible reason 
for this is that at this earliest period the bhik~u had not yet become the dis
ciple of the Buddha. The Dasabhumika-s.183 states: 

"Once the Bhagavat resided in the devabhuvana 3tW of Para:r;i.irrnita
vasavartin. It was about two weeks following his attainment of 
enlightenment, and he resided with a huge bodhisattvaga:r;i.a in the 
palace of the deva king where the rnar:ii-treasures of Vasavartin shone 
brilliant! y." 

The bodhisattvagaI).a refers to an organization different from the sravakasarilgha. 
In this way most Mahayana texts enumerate the sravakas and the bodhisat-

128. tHUl)!!g-J'(, T. 24, no. 1499, no. 1104. 
129. Conze, Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita, p. 27; ~ij1J*x;ff1Jtm~~' T. 8, no. 235, p. 748c; 

no. 236, PP· 752c, 757a; no. 237, P· 762a; ~lifvl]§'§[Wr~xE1ltm~~' T. 8, no. 238, p. 
766c; il~lf~Jiijjlj~;Ja-1Jtm~Jfm, T. 8, no. 239, p. 771c; 7dx;ffrlt~~J}~, m 9 t~!iJr 
~lfilj1J7.1 577, T. 7, no. 220, p. 980a. 

130. 1J,if'0 Jffx;ff1Jtm'.i:~ 1, T. 8, no. 227, p. 537a; •tiiJ~;ffi.Pm 1, T. 8, no. 226, p. 5086; 
:;k~;"ffimJl'.i:Jfm, m 4~ 538, T. 7, no. 220, p. 7636. R. Mitra, A*sahasrika Pra
jnaparamita (Calcutta, 1888), p. 3; Conze, tr. (Calcutta, 1958), p. 1. 

131. iiH=rn;Js=m 1, T. 8, no. 224, P· 425c; j(flljJ3tm 1, T. 8, no. 225, p. 4786; i::n;Js=rJtff 
'.i:Jf/f,fil, m 5 ~ 556, T. 7, no. 220, p. 865c. 

132. Suzuki and Idzumi, Ga1J,rfauyiiha-siitra, p. 2. Cf. footnote 133. 
133. Rahder, Dasabhumikasiitra, p. 1; j(nJl{~¥~;f,fil 23, T. 9, no. 278, p. 542a; and 34, 

T. 10, no. 279, p. 178c; ii1'frffi--!W!&1~~ 1, T. 10, no. 285, p. 458a; -t{.im 1, T. 10, 
no. 286, p. 497c; -t±-&~ 1, T. 10, no. 287, p. 535b. 
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tvas separately as parts of the congregation, and this is thought to reflect the 
actual situation of the early Mahayana Sarhgha. The bhik~u and bodhisattva 
must have lived independent of each other, because if the two had led a com
munal life in the same vihara, they probably would not be mentioned separately. 
This fact is strengthened by other examples of separate enumeration. For 
example, in the SaddharmapuJJ,rJ,arika, PuJJ,yaparyaya-p.134 it states: 

"yad uta G:rdhrakutaparvatagatarh marh dharmarh nirdesayantarh 
drak~ayati bodhisattvagaJJ,aparivrtarh bodhisattvagaI).apuraskrta:rh sravaka
sarhghamadh yagatarh." 

Here Sakyamuni preaches the teachings in the midst of the sravakasarhgha which 
is surrounded by the bodhisattvagar,ia. The author of the text must have 
actually seen two such groups and expressed this seating arrangement in writing. 
A similar example is found in the VyakaraJJ,a-p. 135 ~i~£. There are many 
other instances136 which reveal the two orders existing separately. 

In the Sukhavihara-p.131 *~~:fr£ of the same sutra the daily reminder of 
the bodhisattva states that he must not reside with the bhik~u, bhik~ul).i, upasaka, 
and upasika who seek the Sravakayana; the bodhisattva must not associate with 
them or accompany them; the bodhisattva must not become intimate with them 
in any way; and the bodhisattva must not be within reaching distance of them 
in the carikrama {f~q-=f~ and vihara ffi%. If, however, they come to visit on 
their own initiative, the bodhisattva must meet them and teach them the 
Mahayana ideal. 

The Smaller Sukhiivativyuha-s.138 lri:rrlijls'tff~ states that those who believe in 
Amitayus Tathagata at the hour of death will be welcomed by Amitayus, who 
is surrounded by a host of sravakas and accompanied by bodhisattvas (sravaka
sarhghaparivrto bodhisattvagal).apuraskrtal:i). The author of this sutra must have 
envisioned the two groups in sukhavati based upon the situation in the actual 
world of two separate orders. The Sukhiivativyuha-s.139 lri:rrlij~tffJJ.~ also states that 
when Ananda was about to worship Amitayus, Amitayus appeared before him, 

134. Kern and. Nanjio, Saddharmapu1J-cfarikasutra, p. 337; IE~¥~ 8, T. 9, no. 263, p. 117a. 
But not found in fry~~-~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b. 

135. Ibid., p. 221; fr)~~~~ 4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 30b; IEm¥~ 5, T. 9, no. 263, pp. 
98c-99a; j-$ifibfr.:Vi~~-~ 4, T. 9, no. 264, p. 164c. 

136. Ibid., examples of bodhisattvagal).a usage: pp. 298, 311, 315, 316, 387, 457, and 487; 
examples of bodhisattvarasi usage: pp. 311, 316. 

137. Ibid., p. 226; fr)~~-~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 37ab; IEm¥~ 7, T. 9, no. 263, p. 
107bc; ~r:ifr.'.b7!~¥~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 171c. 

138. Muller and Nanjio, The Smaller Sukhiivativyuha, p. 96; ;fifim(JJ.:1-.:.{~~x~, T. 12, no. 
367, p. 350a; pP}~~tmfil T. 12, no. 366, p. 347b. 

139. Muller and Nanjio, The Sukhiivativyuha-sutra, pp. 63-4. This is not translated directly 
into the Chinese; T. 12, nos. 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, pp. 278a, 298c, 316c, 325a, 338a; 
and 18, T. 11, no. 310, p. 99c. 
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surrounded by the bodhisattvaga!).a and the sravakasarilgha. The two types of 
sarilgha in sukhavati are referred to in the MPP-sastra140 and the Dasabhumika
vibha~a. 

The Dasabhumika-v. explains the method of the bodhisattva discipline and 
shows that it is unlike that of the sravaka. For example, in expanding upon 
the ti-sara!).a it states that the bodhisattva pays homage to the Buddha, Dharma,. 
and Sarilgha, because he desires to achieve enlightenment and not because he 
vows to practice the sravakayana. It goes on to show the methods of homage 
and when it comes to the sarhgha it states :141 

"If you should meet people, seeking the sravakayana, who have not 
yet attained enlightenment, you must awaken in him the determination 
to become a Buddha and encourage him to acquire the dasabala +n 
of the Buddha. In order to do so one must first make material offer
ings and catch his heart, and then teach Mahayana Buddhism to him. 
One must respect the saints who have reached the understanding of the 
srotapanna, sakrdagamin, anagamin, and arhat, but one must not seek 
the phala :r}Jqt of the sravakayana himself and think of acquiring the 
enlightenment of the sravakayana." 

According to this passage, the bodhisattva's homage to the sarilgha is for the 
purpose of converting the followers of the sravakayana to the Mahayana, and 
though the bodhisattva pays respect to the sravaka saint, he himself must not 
adhere to its teachings. The bodhisattva pays homage to the bodhisattvaga!).a. 
The same idea is found in the UgradattapariPrccha-s.142 fJ"~fir□ ::Bf*t~. In another 
section of the Dasabhumi-v.143 it states: 

"When one sees the sravakasarilgha, one must awaken bodhicitta and 
think of the bodhisattvagar;ia. This is the bodhisattva's homage to the 
saingha." 

The bodhisattvaga!).a in this case, however, is not the sarhgha of ordinary bod
hisattvas, but the " bodhisattvaga!).a144 of the dasabhumi," that is, the saintly 
bodhisattvas. Again, at the beginning of the work145 the author writes that as 
he composes, he meditates upon many things and thinks of the tri-ratna and 
the bodhisattvaga!).a. Here the order of bodhisattva is considered completely 

140. ::k~Jrfalr 34, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 311c; -t{.i.!!~1§~ 8, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 64c. 
141. -t{i.l!~Y:'.P~ 7, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 55a. 
142. ~if~, T. 12, no. 322, p. 16a; m1tJ□!fjf§Fo~=gri@Jj-m, T. 12, no. 323, p. 23c; ::k!(~ 

~tm1tl□ :Bt:::i!f'®r 82, T. 11, no. 310, p. 473a. 
143. -t{.i.!!~11'~ 7, T. 26,.no. 1521, pp. 556. 
144. Ibid., 1, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 20a. 
145. Ibid., 1, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 226. 
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apart from the tri-ratna. 

The fact of the two sarhgha is further clarified 111 the MPP-sastra in the 
section which comments upon the following paragraph in the Chinese MPP:146 

"When I gained anuttararh sarhyaksambodhirh, the countless sravakas 
became my . sarhgha, and with one sermon I made them all arhats .... 

I will also have the countless bodhisattvas become my sarhgha, and I 
wish to make the countless bodhisattvas attain avaivartikatva with one 
sermon and make them possess infinite life and light." 

This quotation tells us that the Buddha had a sravakasarhgha after he had 
attained enlightenment and that he will have a bodhisattvasarhgha in the future. 
Commenting upon this passage, the MPP-sastra147 states that the various 
Buddhas have three types of sarhgha: first, there is only the sravakasarhgha and 
no bodhisattva sarhgha. For example, since the Sakya-buddha did not have a 
separate bodhisattvasarhgha, Maitreya, Man jusri, and other bodhisattvas sat 
wjthin the sravakasarhgha. Second, some Buddhas preach only the Ekayana 
teachings and therefore have only a bodhisattvasarhgha. And third, some 
Buddhas have both types of samgha; such as, Buddha Amitayus in whose land 
are many bodhisattvas but only a few sravakas. As for as the MPP-sutra is 
concerned, there is a desire to from a bodhisattvasarhgha for this reason. 

The statement that the Sakya-Buddha did not have an independent bod
hisattvasarhgha reflects the actual situation at the time of Sakyamuni's enlighten
ment. The bodhisattvayana appeared much later together with the circulation 
of the Mahayana sutras ; therefore, the formation of the bodhisattvasamgha is 
predicted in terms of the future. Other sections148 in the work also distinguish 

the two sarhghas. 

In the oldest translation of the A-?tasahasrika mfrfi.15tE149 the opening sen-
tences describes the gathering of bodhisattvas : 

"The Buddha resided at Grdhrakuta of Rajagrha. He was together 
with his disciples, the innumerable Mahabhik~usarhgha, such as Sariputra, 

Subhuti, and others, as well as the innumerable bodhisattva mahasattvas, 
such as Maitreya, Mafijusri, and others. The day was the 15th, the day 
of uposatha. The Buddha said to Subhuti: 'Today is the great assembly 

of the bodhisattvas, so I shall teach the prajfia-paramita to the various 

146. i=tiiJ/.&~1Jtffif~~ 1, T. 8, no. 223, p. 221a. 
147. ::k~~mrll 34, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 31lbc. 
148. For example, ::k~l\tmrll 3, T. 25, no. 1509, p. 80a: "Within this the real sravaka

sarhgha numbers 6,500 members and the bodhisattva sarhgha consists of two types, hrimat 
sarhgha (.tf~fi) and bhuta-sarhgha (j(fyjt)" Lamotte's translation lacks this sentence, op. 
cit., Tome 1, p. 203. 

149. 3i1'r/_&~~ 1, T. 8, no. 224, p. 425c. 
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bodhisattvas '." 

This shows that the prajfia-paramita was taught at the bodhisattva gatherings. 
Among the PP literature this work translated by Lokak~ema jn.i:iml~ (A. D. 
179) is the oldest, and the next is the j(S_}jJ.jJ~, translated by 5ttt (222-228). 
The other translations in the same PP lineage include J~U81Jif~~11Uf~&HI[, tr. 
by Dharmarak~a ~y:iJf150 (265), /J,£Jil5!'.~, tr. by Kumarajiva jr,,-~1t (408), 
j(Jif~~y)t~~~~mimw, tr. by Hsuan-tsang, (660-663) mEw, tr. by Hsuan-tsang 
(660-663), and 1-&¥,$: t±!~~1:twiJif5!'.~1Bl~~~' tr. by Danapala m!i~l (982). In this 
series of A~tasiihasrikii translations only the two oldest record that a great 
assembly of bodhisattvas was held. In the succeeding versions this fact is elimi
nated, probably in order to interpret prajfia-paramita from a broader perspective. 
In such a case we must value the oldest translations as revealing the original 
circumstance in which the prajfia-paramita was taught. In the newer transla
tions the primitive forms are sometimes lost. 

Thus far I have shown through the examination of the relatively older 
Mahayana texts that the bodhisattva formed an organization separate from the 
sravakasarhgha. The "ga:tJ.a" of bodhisattvagai:ia is synonymous with samgha 
and means an organized body. In the Agama151 it is used in the sense of samgha 
and in Jainism it refers to its religious order. The bodhisattvagar.ia, therefore, 
is not merely a random gathering of followers, but an organized order parallel 
to the sravakasarhgha. They did not completely disconnect themselves from 
the sravakayana followers, because relationships were maintained in order to 
convert them to the Mahayana. This is clear from the preceding discussions of 
the Saddharma-pu1J,rf,arika and Dasabhumi-v. Consequently, it would not be wrong 
to imagine that in the bodhisattvaga:tJ.a there were many sravakas or Nikaya 
Buddhists who had been converted. For this reason, although the doctrines held 
by the two groups differed, they were not necessarily antagonistic to each other. 
Since the Abhidharma texts do not contain criticism of the Mahayana, it is 
impossible to tell how the bodhisattvagal).a was regarded by the sravakayana 
bhik~u, although probably with disdain. On the other hand the bodhisattva 
paid respect to the saints of the sravakayana, but they dared not leave their 
religious problems to be solved by them. 

150. Taisho Tripitaka ascribes the translation of this sutra to ft_jUft. and :::!1#ll:&:, but this is erroneous. The translation is by ~¥!~- Cf. Kajiyoshi Koun, L~Jt~it'f~O)?itfJ['., p. 77f. 
151. DN., vol. I, pp. 47f, 132f. Jaina also uses sarilghin, gaI).in. Cf. Uttaradhyayana 26. SBE., vol. XLV, p. 149, gaI).adhara; Acaranga, SBE. vol. XXII, p. 113, etc. 
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The Stupa as the Origin of Bodhisattva Buddhism 

In the preceding sections I have attempted to shed light upon the differences 
:in character of Mahayana Buddhism and Nikaya Buddhism. The origin of the 
Mahayana was shown to be radically different from the historical origin of the 
.Nikaya sarilgha. What, then, constituted the institutional basis from which 
Mahayana Buddhism arose? 

As I have stated, there were both renunciants and householders among the 
bodhisattvas, and the former lived by the offerings made by the faithful 
worshippers. The question arises as to the place and method by which the 
renunciant bodhisattva received the offerings of the faithful. From my studies 
-of this problem I have reached the conclusion that it was the stupa which was 
the religious center for the renunciant bodhisattvas. Apart from the stupa, there 
also existed the aral).yayatana152 as centers of meditation and austerities. The 
.stupa was mainly a place to care for illness and to study the sutras. Since the 
limitation in space precludes a detailed analysis of all pertinent sutras, only two 
-or three important ones will be taken up to demonstrate my conclusion. The 
older Chinese translations, completed in the second and third centuries with 
almost no emendations since, will be used as sources, since they maintain the 
--old form of the sutras and yVhen used with care reveal much not found in the 
newer vers10ns. 

First, I wish to discuss the Saddharmapu1Jefarzka as a work based upon the 
.institution of the stupa. This sutra has several extant editions : 1. IE1!¥tI£ tr. 
by Dharmarak~a ~1til (A.D. 286); 2. trVit~¥ffI£ tr. by Kumarajiva (406); 3. 
-~£tb1t~¥tI£ tr. by Jfianagupta ~~~~lffi3r and Dharmagupta ~J.ft&3r (601); 
4. a Tibetan translation; and 5. a Sanskrit text. 

The Saddharmapu1Jefarzka begins with the Nidana-parivarta ffJi1, The Buddha 
:reveals153 to the congregation the 18,000 Eastern worlds, illuminating by the 
light from the ilrl).akosa of his brow. His rays clearly reveal everything in 
·these worlds, but most conspicuously the seven-jewelled stupas which enshrine 
·the relics, dhatu, of the Buddhas in these worlds. This is the prelude, and the 
~narrative unfolds as Maitreya Bodhisattva questions these supernatural phenomena . 
. He carries the doubt to Mafijusri and asks him for clarification. In gatha154 

152. In the second-century Chinese Translation of the UgradattapariPfccha-sutra stupa and 
aral).yayatana are listed and explained as the places of the bodhisattva's daily activities. 
i!iiffifil (tr. 167-189), T. 12, no. 322, p. 20a; ~wom~FP~%\r1Hrmfil (tr. 265-308), T. 12, 
no. 323, p. 28a; 7(1f~mfil1l~WO:Bt;gf-®f 82 (tr. 5th cent.), T. 11, no. 310, p. 477c. 

153. Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapu?J,qarika-sutra, p. 6f; ft')it~~mfil 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 2bf; 
Jfi!~mfil 1, T. 9, no. 263, p. 63cf; 1~6btf:Vit~¥mfil, T. 9, no. 264, p. 135bf. 

.154. Ibid., p. 15, verse 45f; fr.:Vi!~¥mfil 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 3b; lfi!¥mfil 1, T. 9, no. 263, 
p. 61b; ~Jbfr.::Vi!~¥mfil 1, T. 9, no. 264, p. 135b. 
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form the question includes the facts that after the death of the Buddha the 
bodhisattva worshipped the sarira and made I 00 billion stupas, and that the 
stupas were made of seven jewels, decorated with flags and bells, presented with 
flowers and incense and saluted with music. Manjusri answers that the super
natural events were manifested to preach a great teaching ; and that to his 
memory when the Buddhas of the same name, such as Candrasuryapradipa B 
A ri SJ!{t, appeared one after another and then passed away, he saw that155 their 
sariras were divided and 100 billion stupas were built. Now Sakyamuni 
reveals the Eastern Buddhist countries to preach the Saddharmapu7J,q,arika. In 
this way the stupa is an important theme from the opening Nidana-p. 

The Upayakausalya-p. 15~£ introduces the merits of stupa worship. The 
wisdom of the Buddhas is profound and difficult to fathom, but the Buddhas 
preach by means of upaya and parables; and by thus teaching the Ekayana 
dharma they guide the sentient beings to enter the path of truth. And156 when 
the Buddhas pass away, the sentient beings worship the remains of the Buddhas, 
erect 800 billion stupas, decorate them with seven jewels, or erect stone stupas, 
or erect stupas of candana wood, and worship them. The immeasurable merit 
of erecting and worshipping stupas is emphasized. Even157 a youth, aimlessly 
building a stupa by gathering sand, attained enlightenment by the merit gained; 
and a deranged man, 158 entering a stupa unkno½'.ingly, could attain enlighten
ment, if he would repeat Namo Buddaya j$j~{t just once. 

In the Vyakara7J.a-p.159 ~tcfi:1 there appears the same thought. Mahakatya
yana and Mahamaudgalyayana have already attained arhatship in the sravaka
yana, but they awaken to Mahayana and undertake its disiplines. The Buddha 
prophesized that they would worship 800 billion Buddha, build stupas towering 
1,000 yojanas, adorn them with seven jewels, make offerings and worship them, 
and by this merit (pul).ya) attain enlightenment. 

The Pw;yaparyaya-p.160 £-5.]ij:rjyflJb states that caityas of the Tathagata should 
be built wherever the kulaputra and kuladhitr who worship the Saddharmapu1J,
rf,arika stand, sit, or walk; and the peoples of the world should revere them as 

155. Ibid., p. 26, verse 84f; fry~~¥~ 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 5a; lEi!~~ 1, T. 9, no. 
263, p. 67b; ~£fr.Yi!~¥~ 1, T. 9, no. 264, p. 138a. 

156. Ibid., p. 50, verse 78f; fr:Vi!~¥~ 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 8c; .IEi!¥/fifil·l, T. 9, no. 263, 
p. 71a; ~£t'Ji!~¥mfil, T. 9, no. 264, p. 141c. 

157. Ibid., p. 50, verse 82; fry~~¥~ 1, T. 9, ho. 262, p. 8c; .IE1!¥/fifil 1, T. 9, no. 263, 
p. 71b; ~£t';~~¥mfil I, T. 9, no. 264, p. 141c. 

158. Ibid., p. 53, verse 94f; fry~~¥rofil 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 9a; .IE~¥/fifil 1, T. 9, no. 263, 
p. 71c; ~£t'Ji!~¥mfil 1, T. 9, no. 264, p. 142a. 

159. Ibid., pp. 150-155; fry~~~;f,fil 3, T. 9, no. 262, pp. 21 b-22a; lEi!¥~ 3, T. 9, no. 
263, pp. 87b-88a; ~£fry1!~¥mfil 3, T. 9, no. 264, p. 156ac. 

160. Ibid., p. 340; fryi!~¥mfil 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 46a; iEi!¥~ 8, T. 9, no. 263, p. 117a, 
lacks this section; ~£fryi!~¥/fifil 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 180a. 
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the stupas of the Tathagata. Here the believer of the sutra and homage to the 

stupa become intimately connected. Due to overemphasizing the merit of 

worshipping and reciting the sutra, some passages161 state that it is unnecessary 

to erect stupas or viharas, or make offerings to the Sarhgha; but this is in the 

prose section and in the geya162 which restates this idea in verse it clearly says 

that although the faith in Saddharmapu1J,rf,arika is of infinite merit, the faithful 

must also erect a stupa, enshrine the sarira, adorn it with seven jewels, perform 

profound music, and worship it. The simultaneous worship of both the sutra 

is most important. The ensuing verse163 states that whenever the bodhisattva 

preaches the sutra, even if it is one verse, whether walking, standing, sitting, or 

sleeping, a stupa dedicated to the Buddha should be erected. This verse section 

is probably older than the prose passage. The worshippers of the Saddharmapu1J,

ef,arika arose from among the worshippers of the stupa, but164 their extreme 

emphasis on the faith in the sutra led to their expulsion from the vihara. 

In the Bhaifajyarajap1lrvayoga-p. ~~3:.~~*$ £ it relates how Candrasurya

vimalaprabhasasriya-buddha B J=H$Bjjqi{~ appeared long ago and taught the 

dharma, and how he handed the transmission of the dharma to his disciple, 

Sarvasattvapriyadarsana-bodhisattva ~t)J1f<~% -5[:g~ and then entered nirvaIJ.a. 

At the time165 this Buddha also entrusted his disciples, the world, and especially 

the relic (dhatu) after his decease to the bodhisattva. And when this Buddha 

passed away during the night, Sarvasattvapriyadarsana worshipped and cremated 

the Buddha's body, placed the relic into 84,000 reliquaries which he made and 

erected 84,000 stupas. Such is . the way in which the sutra frequently repeats 

the division of relics and erection of stupas, and this is modelled after the events166 

following Sakyamuni's decease when his body was cremated, the remains divided 

and deposited in stupas. 

This emphasis upon relics and stpuas reaches its climax in the Stupadarsana-p. 

161. Ibid., p. 339; frYt!~~:f,fil 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b; 1fi!¥mfil 8, T. 9, no. 263, p. 
117a; ~£frj;1HI¥!nfil 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 179c. 

162. pp. 340-344; tz5Vi!~~Uifil 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 46ab; IE1!¥tnfil 8, T. 9, no. 263, p. 
117bc; ~£tzj;1Hg¥mfil 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 180ab. 

163; Ibid., p. 344, verse 60; ft:Vi!~¥tnfil 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b; 1fi!¥tnfil 8, T. 9, no. 
263, p. 117c; y~ft:1fr,N!~¥tnfil 5, T. 9, no. 264, p. 180b. 

164. Ibid., p. 274, verse, 17; td-'1!~~:f,fil 4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 36c; IE1!¥tnfil 6, T. 9, no. 
263, p. 107a; ~Rt:1frY1!~¥tnfil 4, T. 9, no. 264, p. 171b. 

165. Ibid., p. 410f; kVi!~¥tnfil 6, T. 9, no. 262, p. 53c; IE1!¥tnfil 9, T. 9, no. 263, pp. 
125c-126a; ~Rt:1fr'}1!~¥mfil 6, T. 9, no. 264, p. 188bc. 

166. Concerning the funeral of Sakyamuni, cf. Mahaparinibbanasuttanta, DN., vol. 1, p. 159f; 
E. Waldschmidt, Das MahaparinirvaTJ,asutra, Teill III (Berlin, 1951), p. 404f; :Jstµ[f ~ 3, 
T. 1, no. 1, p. 20bf; {~tit'.tFE@tnfil, T. 1, no. 5, p. 172cf; ~~tft\@!nfil, T. 1, no. 6, 
p. 189af; :;k~r§!~~' T. 1, no. 7, p. 205cf. 
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Jl.Jr±ir:r'1i- According to this section,167 when Sakyamuni preaches the Saddhar
mapu7J,q,arika a seven-jewelled tower, 500 yojanas in height, rises from the earth 
and appears in the sky before the Buddha. When he opens the door to the 
stupa with his right hand, inside there appears the Buddha Prabhutaratna ~ '.i:° 
tzi:r*· Prabhutaratna attained enlightenment in the timeless past, and he made 
a vow, praI).idhana, that his stupa would appear wherever this sutra was taught, 
and he would verify the truth of this dharmparyaya. Then Prabhutaratna 
inside the seven-jewelled stupa gives up half of his seat and invites Sakyamuni 
into the stupa. He enters and thus in the seven-jewelled stupa sit two Buddhas 
in the lotus position. Here the Buddha of the past and the Buddha of the 
present become one as testimonials to. the timeless truth of the dharma. 

This truth is symbolized in the stupa, for it enshrines the relics of the 
Buddha and manifests his personality. The Tathagatiiyu~pramiitta-p.168 -ii:1:£ 
states that the Buddha's life is timeless and that his dharmakaya is eternally 
present. The Buddha's eternal presence is contained in the stiipa, and although 
enshrining relics, the worshipper sees it as the eternal Buddha. If one does not 
believe in the existence of the Buddha, since his human form disappeared at the 
age of 80, the worship of the stupa is meaningless169 ; those who believe that 
the Buddha entered anupadhise~anirva:r:rn at the moment of parinirva:t;1.a do not 
worship the stupa. Even if such a worship were performed,170 it would be 
merely in memory of the Buddha now gone. 

In contrast the faithfuls who believe that the Buddha is eternal and exists 
in the ever-present now worship the stupas as a means of worshipping the 
Buddha. They construct huge stiipas, adorn them with seven-jewels, present 
canopies, keyuras, flags, banners, bells, burn incense, adorn with flowers, perform 
musical instruments, light oil lamps, beautify the stupas and worship them. The 

167. Kern and Nanjio, Saddharmapurpfarika-sutra, p. 239f; frj>~;l*miiI 4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 
32b; 1E1!¥infil 6, T. 9, no. 263, p. 102b; ~£:(r;!?1!~¥infil 4, T. 9, no. 264, p. 166cf. 

168. Ibid., pp. 316, 323f; frJ?i:t~¥~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, pp. 42c, 43bf; jfi:!¥~ 7, T. 9, 
no. 263, pp. 113b, 114cf; m£fr;!?1!~¥~ 5, T. 9, no. 264, pp. 176c, 177cf. 

169. The Abhidharma teaches that merits of stiipa-worship are small: "caitye tyaganvayarh 
pm:iyarn maitryadivad agrhnati." Cf. V. V. Gokhale, "The Text of the Abhidharma
kosakarika of Vasubandhu," IV, v. 120a, The Journal of the Bombay Branch, Royal Asiatic 
Society, N.S. vol. 22, (1946), p. 89; pR] _m~~1Jl~~ 18, T. 29, no. 1558, p. 97a; liR]" 
%~~1A'@f~~ 13, T. 29, no. 1559, p. 251b. 

170. According to the Samayabhedoparacanacakra, the Mahisasaka taught that there is no great 
merit in offerings made to the Buddha sti1pa. The schools of the Mahasarhghika lineage, 
such as the Caitika, Aparasaila, and Uttarasaila, also taught that the offerings to stiipa 
were of little value. Cf. ~$*~m, T. 49, no. 2031, pp. 16a, 17a; +A$~, T. 49, 
no. 2032, pp. 18c, 19b; fi~t'l~rmi, T. 49, no. 2033, pp. 21a, 22b; Andre Bareau, Les 
sects Bouddhiques du petit vehicule (Saigon, 1955), p. 270. In the Sarvastivadin Mahavibha~a
sastra it teaches that there is greater merit in offerings made io the Samgha than to the 
Buddha. Cf. km~1:J;-m 130, T. 27, no. 1545, p. 678b. 
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concept of the eternal Buddha is based upon the eternal truth of the dharma. 
For this reason, throughout the sutra the truth of the Saddharmapu~ufarzka is 
reiterated. And the union of the eternal nature of the dharma (Prabhutaratna 
Buddha) and the eternal nature of the Buddha (Sakyamuni Buddha) is 
symbolized in the two Buddhas seated together inside the stupa. Therefore, this 
sutra, containing the Tathagatayu{prama1J,a-p. and Stupasamdarsana-p., is deeply 
connected with stupa worship from inherent necessity. 

Th us far we have seen that stilpa worship formed the basis for the Saddhar
mapu1Jif arika, and now we turn our attention to the study of stupa and its 
Chinese translations. Words which are used with stupa include dhatu and sarira, 
both referring to the relics of the Buddha, and caitya, which is a synonym for 
this term. All these words are found in the Saddharmapu1J,qarika, but we will 
forgo a detailed discussion on their meanings and examine only stupa, the most 
frequently used term. Stupa (Tibetan, mchod rten) is transliterated into the 
Chinese variously: ts, ts~, {mr~, ~~' $ii.5?.~, $~~' iz-4~, fiffis~, and 
sometimes it is rendered f~~[I! and #-m-. Being transliterations, they fail to ex
press the original connotation. In comparing the Sanskrit and Chinese versions 
of the Saddharmapu1Jefarika the following translations, other than the common~' 
are found: ±sfi@, ~~' f5%m, ~' ~- The study of these terms will aid our 
research on stupa in the Chinese texts lacking the Sanskrit original. 

Since there are numerous examples of stupa being rendered as f-'J, there is 
no special significance dwelling on this word. As for ~,I@, there are more 
than ten instances in Kumarajiva's translation, 171 and it can also be found in 
the Dharmarak~a translation, IEi:'t¥*~172. This term expresses the original 
sound of stupa by ts and its meaning by )@. The Chinese m is a shrine which 
holds the ancestral spirits. It is not a mere cemetary, but a sacred hall which 
one is able to enter. Similar translations ·are f~m 173 and :Em, Thus both 
Dharmarak~a and Kumarajiva must have known that a sacred hall was part 
of the stupa. 

The next translation ts~ is found three times in the Kumarajiva's trans
lation.174 In the. Sanskrit the original is stupa at one place,175 vihara at 

171. tz:J,1!~¥~, T. 9, no. 262, p. 3b, lines 21, 23, 26, (SKT, Kern and Nanjio, Saddhar
mapu1J,garika-sutra, p. 14, verse 44); p. 9a, lines 10, 24 (SKT, p. 51, verse 89; p. 52, 
verse 95); p. 19a, line 1; p. 21b, lines 19, 22 (SKT, p. 150, line 10; p. 151, line 2); 
p. 21c, line 17 (SKT, p. 153, line 3); p. 22a, line 6 (SKT, p. 154, verse 33); p. 32c, 
line 12 (SKT, p. 241, line 8), p. 46a, line 29 (SKT, p. 343, verse 54 caitya). 

172. IE1!¥~, T. 9, no. 263, p. 87c, line 4, and p. 88a, lines 4, 6, 26, etc. 
173. f&1!~¥~ 1, T. 9, no. 262, p. 8c, line 23 !®1 (SKT, p. 50, verse 82), and p. Sc, line 

21 :;fijfjj (SKT, p. 50, verse 80). 
174. f&1!~¥~ 4, 15, T. 9, no. 262, p. 36c, line 23; p. 45b, line 26; p. 45c, line 13. 
175. f&1!~¥~ 5, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b, line 26. (SKT, p. 338, line 5); IE1!¥~ 8, T. 9, 

no. 263, p. 117a, line 11 ; Tibetan, vol. 301 p. 60, 2, 2-3. 
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another,1 76 and the third lacks the corresponding term. Dharmarak~a translates 
it ±~1'] in the first instance, but the second and third are lacking. In certain 
cases it is a dangerous practice to determine by the extant Sanskrit text the 
original terms for Kumarajiva's translations, because the original used by him 
and the text we have today need not necessarily coincide. However, in the 
first instance the Sanskrit is stilpa, IEi!¥ff~ has ±~fitij, the Tibetan version has 
mchod rten; therefore, we may conclude that Kumarjiva translated stilpa as ±~~
In the third instance we cannot determine whether or not Kumarajiva translated 
vihara ±~~' because althought the Sanskrit text is vihara, .the Tibetan is gtsug 
lag khan and the corresponding word is lacking in IE.1!¥ff~. Kumarajiva trans
lates177 vihara as {J±,tj, so it is believed that the Sanskrit text used by him and 
the one available today are different, because it is unthinkable that he would 
have translated vihara as ,ffit:f:)j at one time and ±~~ at another. 

Nevertheless, we know· from the first instance above that Kumarajiva trans
lated stupa as ±:g:~. Dharmarak~a made the same translation for stilpa, and it 
can be found more frequently m the IEi!•~178. When we compare the 
original term for these instances, in very case it 1s stupa. Dharmarak~a also 
translated stupa as simply ~ 179• 

That the translators interpreted stilpa as ±g'. or ~ has a great significance. 
The original meaning of the Chinese ~ is not clear, but according to Professor 
Kojun Fukui180 it is a transformation of ~' based upon ~g,!H[t%.=:. by fir~. 
The term ~ is said to have been a libation ceremony for the Heaven. In the 
1:&i?lf-~h.=:. and ffe!::t:~12£ are found the terms i~[ii]mn.l, and in 1&mi~~l2].=:. it 
states: 

"King Chu ~.=E. reads the subtle words of Huang-lao ~~' and re
spects the benevolent offerings to the Buddha ~[ii]z CmnJ." 

Professor Fukui thinks that the temple ~ was called )f/nJ in ancient times. This 
is the reason that there is a common element in the meanings of jfrµJ and mt, 
and forms the basis for inferring that )f/nJ changed to ~- Thus, the original 

176. t}~31¥/fifil 4, T. 9, no. 262, p. 36c, line 23; (SKT, p. 274, verse 17). Tibetan, voi. 
30, p. 49-3-7. 

177. fr}it31¥~, T. 9, no. 262, p. 45b, line 26; p. 45c, line 6; p. 46c, line 1; p. 47b, 
line 23, etc. (SKT, p. 338, line 6; p. 339, line 1; p. 352, verse 14); iEit¥~, T. 9, 
no. 263, p. 117a, lines 11 and 23; p. 118a, line 9; p. 119, line 6. 

178. iE1~¥m, T. 9, no. 263, p. 71a, lines 24, 28; p. 102b, line 25; p. 102c, lines JO, 11, 
13,22; p. 104a, line26; p.117a, line15; p.126a,line6;p.128alines2,3, etc. 
(SKT, p. 48, verses 78, 79; p. 240, lines 2, 5, 11 ; p. 241, lines 6, 7; p. 250, line 4; 
p. 338, line 8; p. 412, line 9; p. 430, line 2.) 

179. iEit¥m, T. 9, no. 263, p. 103c, line 28; p. 104a, line 11, etc. (SKT, p. 248, line 
14 ; p. 250, line 2) 

180. Fukui Kojun j[ijj:j:~/1~, "{9ll~O)qc~" in r:~}f,tf!J~j:_fitf~J (Tokyo, 1960), p. 194. 
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meaning of ~ is /ffrij, a hall to enshrine the Buddha, and in this sense it is correct 
to translate stupa as :1::g:~ or ~- In later periods, however, ~ is the translation 
for vihara or avasa and refers of the sanctuary of the Buddhist monks. Such 
a change must have occurred, because the monks lived on the compounds of a 
hall enshrining the Buddha. It is not clear when this happened, but already in 
the Caturvargika-v.181 (tr. 410-412) avasa is translated as ~' and the same term 
is found in Kumarajiva's translation of Dasabhanavara-v.,182 which may be in
terpreted as referring to the monks' residence. Thus in Kumarajiva's time we 
,can regard ~ as possessing the meaning of the residence of monks, and there
fore :l:g'.~ included both the hall enshrining the Buddha and a building within 
the compound housing people. In Fa-hsien's translation of the Mahasamghika-v. 183 

{tr. 416-418) the following passage is found: 

"Animals should not enter and dirty the }g;~." 
"Be careful that animals do not enter the :l:g'.~ and break statues and 
destroy the flowers and plants." 

The term tg:~ refers not only to a stilpa of the mound-type alone, but also to 
.a compound with the stilpa at the center. Within the compound there must 
have existed a hall enshrining the Buddha, rows of plants and · trees, and a 
building housing people. In the Kharo~thi inscriptions one passage184 states 
that a well was dug in the Vajrastilpa and donated. This must mean that a 
well. was dug in the stilpa compound which was called Vajrastilpa. We may 
,conclude and say that there are two meanings to stupa: in the narrow sense it 
refers to the mound-type in which the sarira was deposited, and in the. broad 
.sense to a compound, centered around the mound stupa, including caitya, lakes, 
bodhi-trees, wells and lodgings. 

Th· Stiipa as a Model of Sukhavati 

There is no doubt that the sukhavati in the Smaller Sukhavativyuha-sutra jlEJ 
5ffi~t~& is modelled after the stupa of the Buddha. When the method of erecting 
a stupa as found185 in the Caturvargika-v., Paiicavargika-v., Mahasamghika-v., and 

181. JZ:!b:r$ 54, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 968c, line 21. 1l~pg (avasakappa, Vinaya-Pi!aka, vol. 
2, p. 294). 

182. +filfl$ 41, T. 23, no. 1435, 1'~A~, lt.Ii.fr:.A~, p. 296b, lines 26, 28. 
183. ,rJiHiiJ{~JB:1.$ 14, 18, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 343b, line 16; p. 376a, line 22; p. 376b, line 

21. 
184. S. Konow, Kharo~fhi Inscriptions (Calcutta, 1929), pp. 55-57, XIX Mount Banj Inscrip

tion of the year 102 (A.D. 18-19, cf,, p. xci.) 
]85. JZQ5:r$ 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 956c; :li:5:r:f.$ 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a; ~fiiJfiffiB: w 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 497c-499a; 1N*filt~-f:;7]1f$1M~!f13-$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, 

p. 291c. Divyiivadana, p. 350. 
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Mulasarvastiviida-vinaya-k~udrakavastu is compared with the description of 
sukhavati in this sutra, there is a striking resemblance. 

First, according to the sutra, 186 the sukhavati is adorned with seven terraces~ 
vedika tllil- The various vinayas187 tell us that the vedika was built on the 
stilpa, and this is verified by the vedika found on the stilpas at Barhut, San.chi, 
and Buddhagaya. In the main stilpa at San.chi the vedika is twofold, found on 
the inner and outer side of the pradak~inapatha ~~- If the pradak~iI).apatha is 
increased, so would the number of vedika. The sukhavati must have been. 
imagined from a huge stupa with a sevenfolc. vedika. Next, in the sukhavati 
there are seven rows of tala-tree.188 The Paiicavargika-v.189 mentions the plant
ing of trees on both sides of a stupa, and the Mahiisiirhghika-v.190 instructs the 
planting of trees, such as the amra tree, jambu tree, etc. The worshippers 
passed these rows of tree and proceeded to the stupa. In the sukhavati the 
sevenfold rows of tree have nets of bells kinkinijala hanging, and when the 
breeze blows they play sweet music. 

The sukhavati also has a lotus pond191 made of seven kinds of jewels and 
strewn with golden sand. The Mahiisiirhghika-v.192 speaks of ponds found with 
the stupa: ponds are to be built on four sides of the stilpa and in them are 
to be planted the flowers of utpala, padma, kumuda, puI).9ar1ka, etc. The 
sukhavati ponds have padmas with circumference as large as chariot wheels. 

Heavenly musical instruments,193 divyani turyaI).i, are always being played in 
the sukhavati. The vinayas194 speak of the offering, puja, of music made before 
the Buddha stilpa: songs, dances, and music. Various types of clothing, banners, 
canopie3, flowers, incense, and foods are also offerings made to the stupa. This is 
idealized in the sukhavati: heavenly music is played and the chorus of birds, 
such as har:hsa, kuraufica, mayula, etc. rings throughout the land. And from the 
heaven rains the celestial rnandara flowers, divyamandarava-pu~pa. 

The preceding comparisons suggest that the sukhavati is the idealized image 

186. The Smaller Sukhavativyuha 3; ~i:iJ~~'f:mfil, T. 12, no. 366, p. 346c; ffimti±~~3z:~, 
T. 12, no. 367, p. 348. 

187. Identical to footnote 185. 
188. Identical to footnote 186. 
189. E.51~, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, line 11. 
190. •tilJfflt,i'~f=lt 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498b, lines 1-3. 
191. The Smaller Sukhiivativyuha 4; The Chinese translation is identical to footnote 186. 
192. •iilJfflt~f=lt 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498b, line lOf. 
193. The Smaller Sukhiivativyuha 5; ~R]~~'f:~, T. 12, nn. 366, p. 347a, line 7f; ~~¥¥±{~ 

~:X~, T. 12, no. 367, p. 349a, line llf. 
194. [95J:{$ 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 957a, line 6f; E.51:/$ 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, 

line 14ff; •iilJffll~:/$ 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498c, line 3f; +im:f$ 56, T. 23, no. 1435,. 
p. 415c, line 12f; T1H*IDt-W~$fB~'flfl3~$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 292a, line lf. 
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of a huge Buddha stupa.195• According to the vinaya, a shrine ±:g:fi196 was 
made on the four sides, garbha, of the stupa, and also an image fi{l197 was 
carved. This means, that a shrine was made in the garbha of the stupa and 
an image of Buddha place within it. This probably arose as a religious necessity 
to meet the demands of the faithful who believed in an eternal Buddha through 
the medium of the stupa. The process by which the Buddha statue developed 
is not clear, but when the Buddhist artist first learned of the sculpturing technique 
and carved statues, he must have first thought of enshrining it in the garbha 
of the stupa. The Buddha image so conceived would symbolize the fact that 
the stupa was regarded as the Buddha. Such a statue would require that a 
front view be carved in detail but the back would not have to be made in such 
detail. 

The sukhavati and the stupa thus have striking resemblances, but the 
Smaller Sukhavativyuha does not mention the worship of stupas. The reason is 
that the center of worship is Amitayus, who must have replaced the stupa as 
the object of devotion. This transformation of worship from stupa to Amitayus 
eliminated the need for stupa worship. Amitayus, also, is the possessor of 
eternal life and does not become extinct in parinirvaI).a ; therefore, a· sarira would 
not exist and there would be no reason for a stupa in sukhavati. 

The M,:1:-i;~, a Chinese translation of the Sukhavativyuha-sutra, also 
makes no reference to the stupa. This work,198 however, has 48 vows of 
Amitayus and is a relatively new compilation. Five translations into Chinese 
exist, and in the older translations199 the vows number 24, one of which com
ments upon stupa worship. In the translation by 3t~t made between A.D. 222 
and 253, /m151~t.:::.IITT{~mt-Jl:Ii&.@t}.J1i*~200

, the sixth of the 24 vows states that the 
kulaputra and kuladuhitr, wishing to be born in paradise, perform various 
meritorious acts; they practice dana, worshjp the stupa, circumambulate the stupa, 
burn incense, sprinkle flowers, illuminate the lights, erect stupas, build viharas, 
and sunder blind desires. Amitayus vows that unless these people are able to 

195. Prof. Nakamura Hajime has also discussed the similarities between the sukhavati and the 
stupa, but he denied the connection between the two, because of the lack of sti1pa in 
the Sukhiivativyuha-sutra and the Smaller Sukhiivativyuha-sutra. And for the reason that 
the bodhi tree is discussed in the Sukhiivativyuha he inferred that the transmitters of this 
siltra were either worshippers of the bodhi tree or of huge Buddha images. Nakumura, 
";J:i~JJ±O)iJi~O) 1 >' r~~M~JH:: f-~ o/ r ~~?&" in JIBS, vol. 11, no. 2, p. 134. 

196. ~iiiJ11lffi.ff;:/$ 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498a, line 18f; -r§ffi:/$ 56, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 
415c, line 5f. 

197. :E.5.tf=lt 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, line 9. 
198. · ~:l:ff~, T. 12, no. 360, SKT. Sukhavativyuha. 
199. ~.i_g~~'f:.:::!f]:s.:::~ii.i;fl{~1':~t@t)dii~, T. '12, no. 362, pp. 301a-302b; 1/W:1:ml$2f-~'.'ii:~, 

T. 12, no. 361, pp. 28la-c. 
200. ~PJ7fi~~'l::.=:!f]:s.=:~ii,l;fl{~1':~t@tA~~' T. 12, no. 362, p. 301b, line 22f. 
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realize their wish by performing these meritorious deeds, he will not attain 
Buddhahood. Here, the erecting and worshipping of stupas are considered to be 
causes for birth in sukhavati. This vow, however, is lost in the later transla
tions.201 

The erecting and worshipping of stupas are mentioned m other sections of 

the siitra. In the !li'i1•!5t.:::.!f~.:::.f!#?iiritf5.!filJ.t'.Aittf~,202 there are listed the three 
types of people who will be born in sukhavati : the first type includes those 
who, wishing to be born in sukhavati, renounce the worldly life, become 
sramar;ias, and practice the six paramitas. At the moment of death Amitayus 
himself will come to welcome this type of worshipper to sukhavati. The second 
type refers to those who, while desiring to be born in Amitayus' land, are unable 
to renounce the worldly attachments to wife and children, Therefore, while 
leading the householder's life, they believe in the Buddhist teachings, make 
offerings to the sramar;ia, construct temples, erect stiipas, adorn them with ban
ners and canopies, sprinkle flowers, offer incense, illuminate lights, and worship 
them. Such people will be welcomed by the Nirmar;ia-Kaya ,(tit of Amitayus 
at the hour of death. The third type embraces those who lack the resources to 
build temples or erect stupas. We can see from this that the erection of stupas 
and faith in stupas are considered to be important causes for birth in the 
sukhavati. 

These three types of Pure Land followers are also listed in the ~:l:rn-i"¥2P 
~~ff-~203, translated by s~ in 256-259. The second type is described exactly 
in the same way: those who build temples, erect stupas, and worship them are 
born in sukhavati. These three types of people are not found in the later 
translations, and the Sukhavativyilha departs from the practice of worshipping 
stupas. In the older versions, however, we have shown how closely this sutra 
was connected with stupa worship. 

Ugradattapariprccha-Sutra and the Buddhavatainsaka 

Gocaraparisuddha-Pari vart a 

There are many other Mahayana texts which contain reference to the worship 

of stupas. I will limit myself to discussing two interesting works. The first is 

201. ~:l:m1$2f-~'.i:mfil, T. 12, no. 361, also contains 24 vows, but a VOW identical to this 
cannot be found; ~:l:fimfil, T. no. 360, has 48 vows; Sukhavativyuha has 48 vows ; A 
:l'.f1'.mfil~:l:fitm*1r 17, T. no. 310, has 48 vows; ::k~~:1:filttimfil, T. no. 363, has 
36 vows. In all of these sutras the section on the stupa is eliminated. 

202. ~ru11Ut~Jf~~{~iil:fl{Jllni~Jl'Aililmfil, T. 12, no. 362, p. 310a, line 15f. 
203. ~:l:m1$2f-~l3:mfil 3, T. 12, no. 361, p. 292a, line 5f. The Taisho Tripitaka ascribes 

the translation of this sutra to .3t~~~' based upon the lffl:5t~~~ 1, T. 55, no. 2154, 
p. 478c, line 4. This is incorrect. 
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the Ugradattapariprcchii-s., which has three Chinese and one Tibetan translations. 
The Chinese translations are 1:tit*,¥.204, translated between A.D. 167-189; ~(iJa~ 
~Fp~~~i'H~205 tr. by Dharmarak~a between 265-308; and Mahiiratnaku{a-dhar
maparyiiya Ugradattapariprcchii-parivarta ::k.:l5:~~itla*~~206

, around 424. This 
work is quoted almost fully in Kumarajiva's translation of the Dasabhumika
vibha~ii. 207 

This sutra explains in detail the disciplines of the renunciant bodhisattva 
and the householder bodhisattva. In the section discussing the practices of the 
householder bodhisattva the 1!JU~208 states: 

"If one thinks of entering the m, first one must worship by prostrating 
his body before the front of the gate of m, and then enter the M." 

From the preceding study we know that the original term for Jffl is stupa. In 
Kumarajiva's translation of the Dasabhumika-vibhii~a209 this passage occurs, as 
follows: 

"If the householder bodhisattva w_ishes to enter this {!Ji~, he must 
worship by prostrating his body in front of the gate of~ and think 
in the following manner." 

The original Sanskrti term for {!Ji~ was probably also stupa. In this work :1::g:~ 
is the translation for stupa, as in the passage210 which reads: 

" When this householder bodhisattva, desiring to renounce the world, 
enters the ±€;~ and worships the Buddha, he thinks of the following 
three things." 

We have already shown that Kumarajiva translated stupa as t:g:~, and in these 
quotations we can see that the place of worship of the householder bodhisattva 
was a stupa in the broad sense of the term. 

In Dharmaraksa's translation, ~itl□B~Fp~::g:~fi~, this passage211 is rendered: 

" If the householder bodhisattva thinks of entering the {!Ji~ffl%, then 

204. t:Hl~, T. 12, no. 322, p. 15bf. 
205. ~~J□ ~i!:J&Fi::i~:g:~ffr~, T. 12, no. 323, p. 23af. 
206. .7(j!ffj\'.~1§13{iJ□:Bt1f~ 82, T. 11, no. 310, p. 472bf. The Taisho Tripitaka ascribes the 

translation of this sutra to ~ffl';filjt (entered China between 249-253), but this is incorrect. 
The translator was ••m~; cf. Hirakawa, "t.mtJ.!.7(~~/l]v::t,vt.g~~O)~~" in 
Shukyo Kenkyn no. 153, (1957), p. 26. 

207. -t{im~i'.'}'fffif, T. no. 1521. This is quoted in the following sections: lffirfi:l't§£, .n.71:x£, 
~□3.i/i,ltrRr, A~®, and 19l~&~t£. 

208. 1!if~, T. 12, no. 322, p. 19a, lines 15, 16. 
209. -t{im~tYfffir 8, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 61c, lines 3-4. 
210. Ibid., 8, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 62c, lines 21-23. 
211. ${iJo~il:l&Fi::i~:g:iHrm, T. 12, no. 323, p. 27a, lines 5-6. 
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he must worship before the gate with singleness of heart, and after that 
enter the ffl¾." 

As judged from the examples found in IE):!~t~, the term {51;{¥: is a translation 
from stupa. The only difference is that here ffl%, the translation for vihara,. 
is added. The two terms, however, again tell us that the householder bodhisattva 
worshipped in the stilpa in the broad sense. This is evident from the title of 
this section, "Chapter Six on Worshipping the Stupa,"212 wf±:g'.£~~-

The preceding translations clearly reveal that the stupa was the place of 
worship for the householder bodhisattva, but the situation is changed in the 
Maharatnakuta-dharmaparyaya Ugradattapariprccha-jJ. 213 In this work the same 
passage is translated, as follows : 

"If the householder bodhisattva wishes to enter the f~:1;;5, he must enter 
after he has. worshipped in prostration before the gate." 

The term fft:l;;lj cannot be considered to have been stupa, so it must have been 
vihara.. This is true in ths Tibetan translation, 214 also. 

"khyim bdag byan cub sems dpalJ_ khyim de gtsug lag khan du lJ_jug 
par lJ_dod na .... " 

Gtsug lag khan is a translation for vihara. 
The Ugradattapariprcchii-p. in Ratnakuta is a fifth century translation, and 

the Tibetan is a 9th century translation. In the old second century Chinese 
version the place of worship of the householder bodhisattva is called the stilpa, 
but in the newer texts of the 5th and 9th centuries, this is changed into vihara. 
The same transformation occurs in the living quarters of the renunciant 
bodhisattva. In the ):!~~215 the living quarters are referred to as arar;i.yayatana 
ili~~ and stupa Ji. The renunciant bodhisattva practices austerities in the 
ara1:iyayatana, but when he becomes ill or when he studies the siltra, he goes to 
the stupa. In the Dasabhumika-vibha~a216 the two are rendered /lP]]Mj;s~ 
(arar;i.yayatana) and ±:g:~, respectively; and in the fil3waJU~Fr:r~~iHrr~217 they 
are rendered :}tff~n~ arafifia and ffl%m~, vihara or kuti. The original 
Sanskrit in this case is already vihara. In the fjµWCT:Bt1f1f 218 they are translated 
as /lP.JtlJE arafina and m%, kuti. 

This study shows that the quarters of the renunciant bodhisattva were 
originally called stupa, but it was changed into vihara. Mahayana Buddhism 

212. Ibid., T. 12, no. 323, p. 27a, line 4. 
213. *i!'.f.lt~ 82, T. 11, no. 310, p. 476a, lines 18-19. 
214. Tib:c:tan Tripi1;aka, vol. 23, p. 265-3-2. 
215. ri:El~, T. 12, no. 322, p. 20a, lines 22-23. 
216. i-{.:iJ'Eh~t:f'~ 16, T. 26, no. 1521, p. 112a, lines 5-10. 
217. rJIH!JD*iiffiF□~,gJiifr!f,fil, T. 12, no. 323, p. 28a, lines 25-26. 
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arose, centered on the stupa, but as the compounds expanded to include lodgings 
and quarters, it came to be called vihara, even though the stupa remained within 
the compounds. At the same time the doctrines of Mahayana Buddhism 
developed in many directions and there may have been followers who gradually 
drifted away from stupa worship. The change from stupa to vihara is also 
evident in the second work to be considered, the Buddhavatarhsaka Gocaraparisud
dha-p. 

The oldest Chinese translation of Gocaraparisuddha-p. is ~M**~,219 tr. by 
xfmt between 222-253. The next is ~~M:1J,t,7-fs:*~220 tr. by iiiiltil'. between 
280-313. The third is Buddhabhadra's tr. ::kJJ.!lft¥itt*~~ll-t:fl~TTJ=lr:r,221 between 
418-421. The fourth is Sik~ananda's translation of the same sutra ::kJJ~f5fi~itt 
*~:m--t~1$1'r £ 222

, between 695-699. The fifth is the Tibetan translation,223 Spyod 
yul yon su dag pa~i le~u bcu drug pa. 

The Gocaraparisuddha-p. discusses the practices of both the householder and 
renunciant bodhisattva. It strongly encourages the householder bodhisattva to 
renounce the worldly life and concentrate on the disciplines. The lodging for 
the householder bodhisattva who renounces the worldly life is called the stupa. 
In the oldest translation by sz:llt it states that224 

" when you enter the *JrM of 
the Buddha, awaken the following vow." The living quarter of the renunciant 
bodhisattva is rendered ft*JrM which is a translation of stupa. In the a§]t.il'. 
translation225 it is rendered as ft~. He was contemporaneous with Dharmarak~a 
:and aided the latter's translation of IE.1!¥*~; therefore, there are many translated 
terms common to the two. The original for ft~ is undoubtedly stupa. Bud
,dhabhadra translates this sentence226 as, "when one enters the ffl":I:,n," indicating 
the original to be vihara. In Sik~ananda's translation227 it is fft{imf£, whose 
,original is clearly sarhgharama. This is true for the Tibetan rendtion :228 

"khyim nas khyim med par l).byun balJ_i tshe .... dge lJ_dun gyi ra bal).i 
mtshams lJ_da}:i bal;.i tshe .... " 

'The translation for sarhgharama here is dge lJ_dun gyi ra ba. The Tibetan 1s 
.identical with Sik~ananda's version of the latter 7th century. 

:218. JJl'.ttmfil 82, T. 11, no. 310, p. 477c, lines 19-22 . 
. 219. lHi#*~' T. 10, no. 281, p. 446bf. 
.220. ~~~>.It~#*~' T. 10, no. 282, p. 45laf. 
·221. ::k:1.fl1£{31l~Ji~¥¥1J£~TH:: 6, T. 9, no. 278, p. 430af. 
222. 7(1.fl1£{31l~fi~t$f:r£m+~ 14, T. 10, no. 279, p. 69bf. 
·223. Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 25, p. 93f. 
·224. =g:i/i**ffifil, T. 10, no. 281, p. 447c, line 11. 
·225. ~~~:jt{~jt2js:*mfil, T. 10, no. 282, p. 451c, line 13. 
·226. ::k:1.fl1£{31l~H~ 6, T. 9, no. 278, p. 430c, line 18. 
227. ::k:1.fl1£{31l¥Ji~ 14, T. 10, no. 279, p. 70a, line 20. 
228. Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 25, p. 94-3-3, 5. 
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In conclusion the comparative study of the various vers10ns reveals the 
transformations in the name of the renunciant bodhisattva's living quarters: 
from stupa of the 3rd century translation to vihara of the 5th and sarhgharama 
of the 7th and 9th century translations. The denotation, however, remained the 
same; they referred to the living quarters in the compound centered around the 
stiipa. The renunciant bodh1sattva read the sutra in his own living quarters, 
and worshipped the Buddha and the stilpa. The worshipping of the Buddha 
ref erred to paying ho~age to the Buddha image in the garb ha of the stilpa; 
and the worshipping of the stiipa meant walking around the stupa three times, 
reciting the sutra and praising the virtues of the Buddha. This is taught in all 
five translations.229 

The Nikaya Saingha and the Buddha Stiipa 

The worship of the Buddha stupa is taught not only in Mahayana Buddhist 
texts but also in the vinaya of Nikaya Buddhism. Although stilpa worship is 
not mentioned in the Pali vinaya, it is found230 in the. Caturvargika-v. of the 
Dharmaguptika, Paficavargika-v. of the Mahisasaka, Dasabhii:1:,,aviira-v. of the 
Sarvastivadin, the Mulasarviistiviida-v., and the Mahiisarhghika-v. This leads us 
to consider the possibility of stupa worship developing from Nikaya Buddhism. 
But this is unlikely for reasons which I shall now discuss. Since the only 
sources we have for the study of pre-Mahayana conditions, the Mahayana texts 
themselves, give only an inadequate picture, the following arguments will remain 
within the bounds of inference. 

First, the fact that stupa worship did not exist in Nikaya Buddhism originally 
is logical from the doctrinal standpoint of the three treasures, tri-ratna, which 
distinguishes sharply the Buddha, Dharma, and Samgha. If the Buddha should 
be included in the Sarhgha, the basic doctrine of Buddhism falls apart. Since 
the stupa represents the Buddha, it would be included in the first of the tri-ratna. 
From this standpoint it is unthinkable that stupa worship was part of Sarhgha 
Buddhism. For this reason even in cases of the existence of stilpa worship, the 
properties of the stilpa and that of the samgha ·were considered separately. The 
Mahiisiirhghika-v., 231 for example, states that the land of the sarilgha and the 
land of the stupa must not encroach upon each other, and the Sarviistiviida-vinaya-

229. ~l/i;zjs:%J~, T. 10, no. 281, p. 4496, lines 7-15; ~~l/i>Jt{~jt2j~~Uifil, T. 10, no. 282, 
p. 453c, lines 16-27; 7(:7J~{91J¥fi~ 6, T. 9, no. 278, p. 4326, line 26~p. 432c, line 
10; 7(/.fB\ll:{9ll¥Ji~ 14, T. 9, no. 279, p. 71c, line 29-p. 72a, line 12; Tibetan, vol. 
25, p. 97-2-1. 

230. Identical to footnote 185. 
231. )tJriJffl'iF.E\:~ 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498a, line 12f. 
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vibha~a232 ~~ ~ .ffi_,ft..ffi.~t:P states that a stupa must not be erected on the land 
of the caturdisa-sarhgha, with the exception that it be permitted upon the ap
proval of the whole membership of sarhgha. 

In the Caturvargika-v. and the Pancavargika-v. the distinction between the 
real estates of the sarhgha and the stupa is not made, probably because the 
Dharmaguptaka and the Mahisasaka exposited the view233 that the Buddha 
exists in the sa:rhgha. The material properties, however, are differentiated in 
every case. The Mahasarhghika-v. 234 warns that if the karmadana m$, because 
of hardships in the sa:rhgha, sells goods belonging to the stilpa and offers it to 
the sa:rhgha, he has committed the off ense of stealing and is guilty of parajika. 
The sarhgha was not permitted to consume or use the property owned by the 
stupa, and at the same time the stilpas could not be renovated or fixed by using 
materials owned by the sa:rhgha. The Dasabha'JJ,avara-v.235 makes it clear that 
the properties belonging to the sarhgha and that belonging to the stilpa should 
not be mixed or diverted for each others use. The stiipa property must not be 
given to or divided among the caturdisa-sa:rhgha. The Sarvastivada-vinaya
vibha~a236 points out that the offerings made to the tri-ratna should be equally 
divided among the three.· The Mi1lasarvastivada-vinaya-k~udrakavastu237 states 
that the offerings to the Sariputra stupa (stupa of the sravaka) must be divided 
among the sar:hgha, but the offerings to the Buddha stiipa may be used only 
for the needs of that stiipa. The Paftcavargika-v.238 also makes the point that 
offerings made to stupas other than that of the Buddha or the pratyekabuddha 
may be consumed by the caturdisa-sarhgha, but the goods offered to the two 
types of stiipa may not be used by the sarilgha. The same rule is found in the 
Caturvargika-v. :239 the offerings made to the sravaka stupa may be used by the 
bhik~u and bhik~uI).i, but this is prohibited in the case of the Buddha stupa. 

If the sarhgha was not permitted access to the offerings made to the Buddha 
stiipa, it was only natural that they oppose the worship and offering to the 
stupa. In Nikaya Buddhism there was a theory that offerings made to the 
sa:rhgha would bring great merit, puI).ya, but that made to the stupa would 
have little merit. This idea could be advocated from the standpoint of the 
concept of Buddhahood, but also from the economic viewpoint. The Dharma-

232. /ffi~q}W,Jf:'::.fM~i:Ji' 3, T. 23, no. 1440, p. 521b, lines 10 and 12. 
233. ~$*~ffflr, T. 49, no. 2032, p. 17a, lines 12, 23; -tA$fffa, T. 49 no. 2033, p. 196, 

lines 24, and 19c, line 3; '15J3¥A~rmf, T. 49, no. 2034, p. 226, lines 1, 13; Tibetan 
Tripitaka, no. 5639, vol. 127, pp. 252-4-3, 252-5-1. 

234. IHiiJfi'Wil\:~ 3, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 251c, lines 22-27. 
235. -t~f=!t 48, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 352b, lines 21-25. 
236. lffi~q} W,!f:'::,W,~y:Ji' 5, T. 23, no. 1440, p. 534b, line 29-p. 534c, line 3. 
237. tN7.j;:IDt~.J;vJ:;fef$Wi*!f~~~ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 292a, lines 7, 8. 
238. 1i5tf=!t 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 176a, lines 9-11. 
239. [95}f=jt 52, T. 22, no. 1426, p. 957a, line 3; p. 957c, lines I 7, 18. 
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guptaka240 alone takes the opposite standpoint that there is a greater merit in 
offering to the stupa. In the Saik~adharma of the Dharmaguptaka Pratimok~a,241 

there are 26 articles concerned with the Buddha stupa; in fact, the Caturvargika-v. 
of this school is the only one that contains reference to the sti1pa in the prati
rnok~a. Although we can infer a strong connection between the Dharmaguptaka 
and sti1pa worship, there is no special reason to believe that this school had 
intimate relationship with the rise of Mahayana Buddhism. 

The vinayas242 further explain that dance and music were parts of the 
offerings made to the stupa. It is a well known fact the bhik~us are forbidden 
to perform or watch dances or musical entertainment, and they are not permitted 
to touch silver, gold, or other treasures. These commandments are found in the 
dasa-sik~apada243 +mt of the sramal).era. Consequently, the dance and musical 
entertainments and the handling of silver, gold and jewelled ornaments were 
duties of the householder. It is clear that the bhik~u could not have had a 
leading role in such a stupa worship, and it is difficult to conceive of stupa 
worship arising from such a situation. 

At the beginning of the Christian era, it it thought that stupas which did not 
belong to Nikaya Buddhism existed. This can be shown by the Kharo~thi 
inscriptions. The Kharo~thi letters were prevalent in North India primarily, 
and were used in a definite period and area. Therefore, although the discovered 
inscription is incomplete, we can reach some kind of scientific conclusion, There 
are 96 varieties of Kharo~thi inscriptions collected and published by Sten 
Konow.244 According to his chronology,245 the oldest inscription among these is 
said to be older than the first half of the first century B.C. and the latest to be 
300 or 315 A.D. However, those belonging to the 3rd or 4th century are very 
few, and the great majority is prior to these dates. 

There are a total of 17 inscriptions among them which are connected with 
the erection of stilpas. The number is very small compared to the total, but 
from point of the amount the percentage is fairly great, because there are many 
long prose inscriptions. The 17 are numbers 1, 2, 13, 15, 16, 17, 27, 31, 32, 61, 
62, 72, 76, 79, 80, 82, 86. Of these 4 are connected to the Nikaya sarhgha: 

240. ~$*tifufrrlj, T. 49, no. 2032, p. 17a, line 24; +A'®frrli, T. 49, no. 2033, p. 19c, lines 3, 4; Wtf\~frrlj, T. 49, no. 2034, p. 22b, lines 14, 15. Tibetan, no. 5639, vol. 127, p. 252-3-1. 
241. 12]'.5;)-fffft1Z*, T. 22, no. 1430, p. 1029b, line 4-1029c, line 1; and no. 1429, p. 1021b, line 27-1021c, line 29. 
242. 12]5J-W 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 957a, line 6; 1i5J-W 26, T. 22, no. 1421, p. 173a, 

line 14; )@tiiJffl'WrE:f=l.t 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 498c, line 3f; tR*IDt--!W~$W3r~JflS~$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 292a, line 2. · 
243. For example, Vinayapi/aka, vol. 1, pp. 83, 84. 
244. S. Konow, Kharo!fhi Inscriptions with the Exception of those of A.soka (Calcutta, 1929). 245. S. Konow, ibid., p. 2, line If, pp. xci, xciv. 
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numbers 15, 72, and 80 are dedicated to the Sarvastivadin, and number 86 is 
,dedicated to the Mahasarhghika. The remaining 13 mention no particular 
affiliation. The following are also obviously related to the Nikaya: number 92, 
indicating the construction of a water hall, prapa, and donated to the Sarvasti
vadin ; numbers 33, 34, 55B, and 56, indicating the dedication of copper ladles, 
vases, etc. to the Kasyapiya and Bahusrutiya; and two fragments, numbers, 
:22 and 55A, which mention the caturdisa-sarhgha but no particular Nikaya 
affiliation. Thus, altogether 11 inscriptions mention the name of a Nikaya 
s:hool. 

When we compare the four inscriptions related to Nikaya Buddhism with 
the 13 which are not, there is a formal difference between the two sets. But 
there are also a number of common elements and the most important is the 
,constant mention of the erection of stupa and the enshrining of the relic. The 
term, pratithavita, is always used; for example, no. I, " .... pratithavid(r)a ime 
sarira .... "; no. 2, " .... thubo pra(ti)stavito .... "; no. 13, " .... sarirarh (pra)titha-
veti .... ", etc. The inscriptions addressed to the Nikaya, however, add another 
word, parigraha, signifying the receipt; for example, no. 15 " .... sarvastivat(r)ana 
parigrahe."; no. 72, " .... sarvastivatina(IJ.a) pratigrahe."; no. 80, " .... sarvastivadana 
pari(graham)mi thubammi .... "; and no. 86, " .... mahasarhghigaI).a parigraha." 
In each case the ownership of the stupa is clearly indicated. The same holds 
true also for ladles, vases, etc. Number 34 is the only one that does not mention 
:parigraha among the offerings made to the Nikaya sarhgha. 

In contrast to the preceding inscriptions containing parigraha, the 13 that 
,do not mention the Nikaya sarhgha lack this word. This cannot be said with 
,.certainty for no. 14, which is very short, "sastakhadhatu," and for numbers 61 
and 62, which are partially damaged, although they mention the establishment 
,of stupa or sarira. The other 10 inscriptions have little damage, so it is clear 
that parigraha did not exist ; this shows that these stupas were not donated to 
the Nikaya samgha. But we also know by another word, danamukha ( donated 
thing), in no. 17 that the stupa was a donation, that it left the hands of the 
,erecter. The question arises: who then accepted and administered the stupas 
which were not offered to the Nikaya sarhgha? We know that there was a 
group of people besides the Nikaya Buddhists who received and took care of 
·the stupas. 

One problem is that the term, Mahayana, does not appear in any of these 
:inscriptions, although bodhisattvagrha is mentioned in no. 27, l. 3 and bodhisat
tvasarira in no. 82, l. 2. This term, however, does not seem to be very old in 
·usage, and prior to it bodhisattvayana was used. It is not clear whether or not 
the followers of bodhisattvayana formed a definite organization at the beginning 
,of the Christian era, but since Mahayana Buddhism did not distinguish between 
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the renunciant and the housholder, such an organization was unlikely. There
fore, even though the term, Nfahayana, does not appear in the inscriptions, this 
does not mean that Mahayana Buddhists were non-existent at the time. At any 
rate the Kharo~thi inscriptions tell us that the stupas ascribed to the Nikaya 
sarhgha were less in number than those not ascribed to them, and this fact is 
not entirely irrelevant to the institutional background of the rise of Mahayana 
Buddhism. 

The Tradition of Stupas and its Relation 

to the Mahayana Sa1ngha 

In the Mahaparinibbanasuttanta246 of the Dighanikaya Ananda asks the Buddha,. 
"How should we handle the Tathagata's sarira? ". to which the Buddha replies, 
" 0 Ananda, be not concerned with the worship of the Tathagata's sarira. You 
must strive for the highest good (sadattha)." And the Buddha continues,. 
"There are wise men (paI).c;lita) among the khattiya, brahmaI).a, and gahapati 
who have faith in the Tathagata, and they will take care of the Tathagata's 
sariraY This passage expresses the idea that the sarirapuja, the worship of 
relics, is the concern of the laity and not the bhik$usarhgha. We have no 
evidence that the Buddha actually made this statement, but it would not be 
wrong to say that the bhik$US of the early sarhgha who transmitted this suttanta 
approved of this idea. Mahaparinibbanasuttanta was compiled, based upon the 
traditions of the early sarhgha, and transmitted by the Nikaya Buddhists. 

It is difficult to believe that the bhik~us who revered this suttanta would 
actively participate in the worship of the stupas. According to the Mahiipa-
rinibbana-suttanta247, those who actually worshipped the relics and performed the 
funeral were the people of the Malla. At the funeral of the Buddha his relics 
were worshipped, and perfume and flowers, music and dance were offered. 
This form of religious service was inherited by the stupa worshippers of the 
later ages. After the Buddha's death his remains were cremated, and the relics 
were divided into eight parts which were distributed to the eight kingdoms of 
middle India. They built a total of eight sarira-thupa,248 and two more were 
erected by those who received the remaining ashes and the vase containing the 
remains, making 10 stupas in middle India. It is believed that the sarira vase 
excavated in Piprahwa is the relic of the sarira stupa worshipped by the Sakya 
peoples of this period. 

246. DN., Mahaparinibbana-suttanta, vol. II, p. 141; Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, .. 
Part II, (London, 1910), p. 154. 

24 7. DN., ibid., p. 159f; Rhys Davids, ibid., p. l 79f. 
248. DN., ibid., pp. 166, 167; Rhys Davids, ibid., pp. 190, 191. 
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The co~tents of the Pali Mahiiparinibbanasuttanta generally agree with that249 

of the Sanskrit and the five Chinese translations. Therefore, it would not be 
wrong to conclude that those who cremated the Buddha's body and erected 
stiipas were followers among the laity. If this is accepted, then we must also 
accept the fact that those who administered and maintained the traditions of 

stupa worship were also lay followers. 

The development of stilpa worship 1s unclear from the erection of the 
original ten to the time of King Asoka. In Asoka's rock edict of Nigarisagar250 

it states that repairs were made upon the stilpa of Buddha K01Jagamana 
(Konakamana, Kanakamuni). Hsuan-tsang reports251 of seeing this rock edict 
in the southeast of Kapilavastu and notes that the stilpa of Kanakamuni Buddha 
existed nearby. He also saw the stilpa of the Buddha Krakucchanda252 

(Kakusandha) in the southwest of the stilpa of Kanakamuni Buddha and reports 
the existence of another rock edict erected by Asoka. These have not been 
discovered as yet, but in studying Hsuan-tsang's record we may say that Asoka's 
rock edict existed here also. Kanakamuni is the fifth, and Krakucchanda is 
the fourth of the seven past Buddhas. From this we know that already at the 
time of Asoka stiipas for the past Buddhas had been erected and worshipped. 
The past Buddhas are mythical figures, so their stilpas could not have contained 
relics; they probably used replacements of some sort. This is a change in the 

faith of the stiipa. 
A stilpa built upon relics is a type of cemetary and signifies a memorial. 

This type of stilpa is also built at the deaths of high priests and great rulers, 
and cemetaries are built for ordinary people. Stiipas of such type hold no 
special religious significance, but in the case of the Buddha many stilpas were 
erected from the very beginning, and gradually the stilpa came to be worshipped, 
apart from the relics. At this stage the stupa was no longer a cemetary or a 
memorial for the dead, but carried a definite religious connotation; thus, there 
arose the faith in the Buddha through the medium of the stilpa. Such a 

249. ~~i:1]%~(®:fr~,) T. 1, no. 1, p. 20a, line 22f; p. 20b, lines 13f; p. 27c, lines 17f; 
p. 30a, lines 13f. ~~i:iJ%~ adds Jt]Jg, 2fR±:g:, ~% and enumerates a total of 11 stupas; 
{~JN.Yfrlfil~, T. 1, no. 5, p. 169a, lines 29f; p. 173a, line 5f; p. 17 5c, lines 15, tf:[±:g:, 
~±:g:, tJz±g;, are added to the 8 stupas to make a total of 11 stupas; ~~1M@m, T. 1, 
no. 6, p. 186c, lines 16f; p. 189a, lines 9f; p. 190c, lines 3f. The same as above, 11 
stupas; j(filtf!i!~mfil, T. 1, no. 7, p. 199c, lines 21f; p. 206a, lines 7f; p. 207c, lines 4f. 
Jtli±gi, and ~2M_±g;, are added to the 8 stupas to make 10 stupas, matching the number 
in the Pali. E. Waldschmidt, Das Mahaparinirvii1J,sutra, Teil III, ss. 358, 406f, 446f. 
Kumbhastupa and Angarastupa are discussed besides the 8 stupas; i:&7.js:filt~WJ:;:f:f$W,~ 
:.&"~?:i\tt$ 37-39, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 394c, lines 19f; p. 400b, lines l0f; p. 402b, lines 
24. Ten stupas are mentioned, identical with the Sanskrit text. 

250. E. Hultzsch, Inscriptions of A.foka (Oxford, 1925), p. 165. 
251. j(J~fE§:!iJc 6, T. 51, no. 2087, p. 901b, lines 17-22. 
252. Ibid., 6, T. 51, p. 901b, lines 11-16. 
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faith ultimately developed into a religion that taught the eternal existence of 
the Buddha. 

Mahayana Buddhism is a religion centered around the Buddha, regardless 
-of whether he is Sakyamuni, Amitayus, or Mahavairocana Buddha. Nikaya 
Buddhism in contrast is centered around the sarhgha. This obvious fact is 
evident from the examination of the respective doctrines. Although present-day 
:Southern Buddhism practices pagoda-worship, the doctrines and organization of 
the Theravada are still sarhgha-centered. When we consider this fact, also, it is 
-difficult to see how Mahayana Buddhism could have developed from Nikaya 
:Buddhism; it is more natural to see the beginnings of the Mahayana in the 
faith and worship of the stupas. 

According to the legends253 of King Asoka, he opened the eight stupas 
,erected at the time of Buddha's decease and, dividing the relics, erected 84,000 
stupas. Although this may be an exaggeration and therefore unreliable, it 
-cannot be denied that Asoka did erect many stupas. Hsuan-tsang reports that 
.he saw many stupas built by Asoka. The faith in stupas must have made a huge 
.advance with the conversion of Asoka as the pivot point. Along with the 
·popularity of stupa worship among the laity, the Nikaya sarhgha probably was 
forced to adopt the practice in order to keep the followers tied to the sarhgha. 
At the same time the bhik~u254 who folt the need to express adoration of the 
.Buddha must have participated in the worship of stupas. At any rate it is 
thought that stupa worship was adopted by the sarhgha in the Nikaya period. 
The reason is that stupa worship is not mentioned in the Pali vinaya, and in 
the other vinayas the account relating the reason for adopting this practice is 
-varied. In the Pacnavargika-v. 255 and the Mahasarhghika-v. it relates how when 
the Buddha passed the Toyika i1~~~Mtt of Kosala, he said that the complete 
relics (atmabhava vigraha-stupa) of the Buddha Kasyapa were buried here and 
-that he himself erected the stupa in Kasyapa's horror. With this incident as 
·the turning point the Buddha permitted the bhik~us to erect stupas. Hsuan
tsang256 had heard of the stupa erected in honor of Buddha Kasyapa and speaks of 
jt as having been built by Asoka. The same story occurs in the Caturvargika-v.,257 

·253. jr11Jff.:E1Ji 1, T. 50, no. 2042, p. 102a, lines 8f; jr11Jff.:E/fifil 1, T. 50, no. 2043, p. 135a, 
lines 3f; ~jr11J%/fifil 23, T. 2, no. 99, p. 165a, lines 13f. 

:254. BUhler, Epigraphia Jndica, vol. II, pp. 91-92. Cunninghanm and Bilhler collected and 
published the inscriptions at San.chi of the Maurya dynasty, and among the donors there 
are many bhik~us and bhik~uI).is included. Prof. Nakamura examined their number and 
analyzed its signficance. Nakamura, " 7 r) 1J -'f .:E~~ft~::.t3'vt 0 {3j3f&'.O))jjj:Wf~£~ ", 
15::$:IE~~j§t~fiHc~fffBJt~, (Tokyo, 1954), p. 200. 

·255. E.'.JJ'~ 26, T .. 22, no. 1421, p. 172a, lines 3f; •iiiJ{'ifiA;~ 33, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 4976, 
lines 18f. 

·256. *~l§~ic 6, T. 51, no. 2087, p. 900c, lines 16, 21.. 
:257. IZQ'.)J'{t 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 958a, lines 25f; p. 956c, lines If. 
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but here it states that the Buddha permitted the erection of the stupa when 
Sariputra and Maudgalyayana had entered parinirvar;i.a. This incident is also 
found in the Mulasarviistiviida-vinaya-k~udrakavastu. 258 The Dafabhii'l},aviira-v. 259 

states that at Sudatta's request the Buddha permitted the . worship of stupas for 
his hair and nails. 

As it is clear from the preceding, the vinayas disagree as to the reason for 
the origin of stupa worship ; therefore, it must have been after the Nikaya 
period that the sarhgha undertook stupa worship. However, since the stupa 
worship existed prior to this, we are forced to believe that the sarhgha had 
adopted this practice. 

With the development of stupa worship as an institution there gradually 
arose a distinction in rank and duties between the worshipper and the admini
strator of the stupa. This meant that as the worshipper made his offerings, the 
duty of the caretaker or the administrator increased and soon turned him into 
a professional who devoted his whole time to his task. They must have take 

· care of the worshippers and in some cases acted as their guides. As means of 
increasing the number of worshippers, they must have also stressed the merits 
of stupa worship and the greatness of the Buddha as a saviour. There is a deep 
appeal in preaching the saving powers of the Buddha to people who are unable 
to undertake the orthodox disciplines. When such a development occurred over 
a number of centuries, it was only natural that a new doctrine of salvation be 
developed. There is a great possibility that the original form of such Mahayana 
sutras as the SaddharmajJu'l},cf,arika, Sukhiivativyuha, and Buddhavatarhsaka took 
shape in such a religious atmosphere. Stupa worship itself cannot be called 
Mahayana Buddhism, but the first step in this direction was taken in the 
transformation from stupa worship to bodhisattvayana. The renunciant bodhi
sattvas who based their religious activities on the institution of the stupa could 
concentrate on the disciplines and the creation of a new doctrine, supported by 
the offerings made to the stupa and without worry for the material needs of 
life. 

It is important to note that the stupas developed a doctrine different from 
that of the Agama. The Buddha spent a missionary life of over 45 years (or 
50 years) throughout central India, and the great majority of the followers 
belonged to the laity. Thus, he left a teaching for the laity, as well as for the 
bhik~us. In the extant Agama there is very little teaching for the laity, because 
the transmitters of the Agama were the renunciants who were concerned with 
the proper: preservation of the teachings at the time when they were passed on 

258. 1.&*IDt~w.J1f$~~lfi3~$ 18, T. 24, no. 1451, p. 291a, line l 7f. 
259. -t~:f.¥ 56, T. 23, no. 1435, p. 415b, line 27f; 12]'53-{t 52, T. 22, no. 1428, p. 957b, 

line lOf; •tiiJ1~WMf 29, T. 22, no. 1425, p. 461b, line 29f. 
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by memory and oral repitition. It was only natural that the teachings given 
to the laity should become gradually lost, for the householders' life did not 
permit them the time and the organization of the sarngha to concentrate on the 
preservation of the teaching. But from the earliest beginnings the stilpa, 
administered by the lay followers, existed continuously, and they must have 
also kept the Buddha's teachings addressed to them. It is possible to conceive 
of such a teaching transmitted among the administrators of the stilpa and having 
an entirely different historical development from the doctrines of the Agama. 
When we remember that the Mahayana texts begin with "evarn maya srutarh " 
and claim to be the direct words of the Buddha, we cannot neglect this pos
sibility. The Mahayana sutras as we have them today are not the words of the 
Buddha, but there must have been a reason for them to uniformly begin, 
"evarn maya srutaril." I believe that the institution of the stilpa provides an 
tentative answer to this question. 

We must pursue a many-angled approach to the study of the rise of Maha
yana Buddhism, and this paper which attempts to show the importance of stilpa 
worship is merely a preliminary chapter. This, however, I believe will help to 
place Mahayana Buddhism in a better perspective in the historical evolution of 
Buddhism. 

(Translated from the Japanese by Taitetsu Unno) 

Note: References to the texts in the Taisho Tripitaka will be made in the following manner 
( 1 ) name of text, ( 2 ) ~ number when necessary, ( 3 ) abbrevation T. for Taisho, 
followed by the volume number, ( 4) text number, and ( 5) page number. 


